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Abstract
This document analyses communication requirements related to Smart Grid applications, which are
either evolving or appear to need reassessment.
It focuses on the investigation of certain application use cases in the Smart Grid, which were selected
to challenge known methods and implementations of communication networks and technologies.
By spanning a wide space of applications in the core and at the edge of the Smart Grid, we were able
to analyze an adequate set of communication requirements.
In the Smart Grid use case examination we describe properties and limitations of applicable
communication solutions, also taking into account relevant aspects of their character of commercial
implementation. We limited our scope to future oriented wired and wireless communication solutions,
which appear as most suitable to support new Smart Grid applications.
Transforming the spanned area of Smart Grid use case requirements into an area of Smart Grid
Communication requirements yields the basis to determine optimal concepts for communication.
This methodology indicates that public wireless networks based on 3GPP standards (2G/GPRS/EDGE,
3G/UMTS and 4G/LTE) emerge as most optimal in the further implementation of Smart Grids.
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Preface

This report was done as a part of the Finnish national research project "Smart Grid and Energy Market"
SGEM.
It was funded by Tekes – the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation and the project
partners.
The report was generated based on an analysis of the ongoing public world-wide Smart Grid use case
discussion, performed during 2010 at Nokia Siemens Networks. Information for this study were
provided by the various Smart Grid related documents, namely from NIST, IEC, DKE and others. As the
Smart Grid is an evolution of today’s grid also sources related to currently existing use cases and
communication solutions have been used, some of them in German language related to DER
integration and DA, where appropriate. In particular, the MV/LV DER interconnection and related
communication requirements [34,35,36,39,40] were used as example specifications from a country with
relatively high DER penetration and the resulting network integration challenges. The motivation for this
was to get a better ‘grounding’ of the utilities communication requirements in critical areas such as
availability, reliability, latency, etc.
We would like to thank our colleagues who supported and discussed during the preparation of the
document, providing specific information and valuable comments, namely Nils Heldt, Seppo Yrjölä and
Timo Knuutila in the NSN organization and the previous contributors in the CLEEN SGEM WP4
workgroup. We would also like to thank our partner Vattenfall for providing helpful background
information on the practices of some of today’s use cases.

2

Scope

This document is based on the previously provided sub-document “SGEM document SGC Use Case
Evaluation”, V1, from September, 30th 2010, embedded in “Collection of Smart Grid communication
requirements [2] as well as “Interfaces of consumption metering infrastructures with the energy
consumers - Review of standards” [1].
It contains a further selection of the therein described use cases for the purpose of a quantitative
judgment on optimal concepts for Smart Grid communications.
These use case specific concepts are sighted later on and concluded for oversight.

3

Introduction to Methodology and Motivation

In order to determine the Optimal Concepts for Smart Grid Communication we chose to analyze a set of
certain use cases or applications in the Smart Grid environment for their individual communication
requirements. In a number of cases we considered communication requirements and solutions as used
already today, from which Smart Grid Communication is expected to evolve.
It should be noted that we restricted the area of Grid communication applications to such use cases,
which can be operated under regular IP-based network conditions.
Special grid communication implementations, like today’s intra-substation direct Ethernet or PDH/SDHbased HV-line protection switching, which allow only for single-digit milli-second delays, have been
excluded.
By describing and discussing applicable use cases’ communication requirements from a “nonfunctional” (in terms of communication requirements, but “functional” in terms of application
requirements) as well as from the “functional” communication perspective, we tried to embrace a
complete plane of evolving Smart Grid Communications.
This “seed and harvest” approach visualizes the big picture by “seeding” all the different viewing angles,
which become apparent throughout the single use cases’ discussion and then “harvesting” the details
into a condensed view in the latter chapters.
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While discussing the individual Smart Grid use cases in the first instance in the SGEM contribution
“Collection of Smart Grid Communication Requirements” [2], it became apparent that different
requirements in an individual use case influence the communication characteristics quite significantly.
Therefore we decided to discuss the following use cases one by one in more detail, to cover, display
and document their individual characteristics to obtain a panoramic view per use case.
Selected representative communication solutions were further documented as “commonly-used” ones,
to reference the respective details, which influence the “available network parameters’ table”.
This table was generated per use case, to serve as a quick look-up of results from the preceding
discussions concerning a certain use case. It condenses numeric parameters in a holistic way into a
more useful +/0/- scheme, to derive an overview for the latter combining chapters as far as possible.
It should be noted already here that various communication solutions are usually available to serve a
distinct Smart Grid Communication task. One or the other unfold certain arguments, which favor its
application in a specific use case. Nevertheless, arguments superimposed from the other use cases
(like technology availability, applicability, cost, etc.), might let a certain communication solution look less
favorable in the overall context. We were constantly trying to control such effects by maintaining a
common overall judgment throughout the use cases’ descriptions.
As an outlook, we tried to suggest an “evolutionary view”, how an anticipated future environment will
influence each individual use case scenario and what impact this may have on the optimal
communication concept.
Later, the “synopsis” chapter tries to harvest and distill common learning in terms of communication
requirements from the discussed Smart Grid use cases. This is achieved by holistic analysis of the
individual case tables.
Finally, we “concluded” all findings into a generic recommendation, how to approach Smart Grid
Communication implementation, not only from a telecommunication equipment vendor’s perspective,
but taking into account as much Smart Grid know-how, as it was possible to gain (also through the
SGEM partnership) by a telecommunication equipment vendor.

4

Selection of the use cases

The selection of the use cases was originally done to cover a thematic overview about the various
areas of the Smart Grid from power plant generation via transmission and distribution down to the
consumer. In the light of the anticipated interest of our project partners and the public discussion, we
chose to have the use cases described in this order.
As outlined before, the selection of the cases shall generate a maximized area of possible Smart Grid
communication requirements to support a conclusive view at the end.
Our selection:
• Distribution Automation (DA / relevant in the Smart Grid Core)
• Smart Metering (AMR - Advanced Meter Reading / relevant in the Smart Grid Edge)
•
•
•
•

Demand Response (DR) control
(for large scale applications / relevant in the Smart Grid Core)
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) control
(for large scale applications / relevant in the Smart Grid Core)
Wide Area Measurement Systems
(WAMS / relevant in the Smart Grid Core)
Home-Demand Response applications – Home Appliances
(Home-DR / relevant in the Smart Grid Edge)
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Throughout the discussion of the first DA use case, we have added an extended view on the evolution
of 3GPP/other wireless communication towards 4G, which also serves as a knowledge repository for
the following cases.
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5 Distribution Automation
The considered key uses cases for Distribution Automation beyond the primary substation which
require some means of communication are:
1. acceleration of Fault Detection, Isolation and Restoration (FDIR) for rural and urban feeders
in order to improve customer interruption time related metrics
2. improving asset management, such as condition monitoring of the primary equipment such
as switchgear, transformers, batteries, etc.
3. DER Feed-in reduction due to congestion of interconnected HV transmission network
4. monitoring and control of power quality such as the voltage profile along MV and LV
feeders within the context of Smart Grid applications such as DER integration
These goals can be met by remote measurement, fault indication, monitoring and control functions.
This in turn will require cost effective and reliable communication between SCADA/DMS and the
assets of the distribution network such as re-closers, sectionalizers, disconnectors and secondary
MV/LV substations. In case of 3.), a currently existing use case in Germany, the DSO’s
SCADA/DMS needs to communicate with RTUs of DER resources connected to the LV/MV
feeders
These use cases will be analyzed in more detail within the following sections.
Communication requirements which are specifically applicable for primary substations such as
related to automation within the primary substation or for protection of inter-substation 110 kV lines
are more stringent and are not covered in this UC analysis.

5.1

Rural Feeder Automation

5.1.1 Non functional requirements
Background information regarding system design issues for rural MV and LV feeders and the
benefits related to introducing feeder automation can be found from [21,22,24].
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Fig. 5.1. Finland 2009 System average interruption duration index (SAIDI), from [23]
Fig 5.1 from [23] shows the system average interruption duration index (SAIDI) in Finland for the
year 2009. Rural distribution networks and in particular the radial MV overhead lines suffer
significantly more from faults than suburban or urban feeders. Further detailed fault related
statistics, also for other metrics, can be found in [23].
Today, the regulatory framework in Finland and elsewhere sets monetary incentives for the DSO to
reduce customer interruption [25]. There is hence an economic motivation for the DSO to introduce
rural MV feeder automation (FA) with the targets of
• improving customer interruption metrics (SAIFI, SAIDI, …), reducing the cost due to energy
not delivered
• avoid penalty payments (increase DSO profits) as per regulation
• increase profits due to more efficient work force management for FDIR (less site visits)
Generally speaking, introducing rural FA with remote controlled switchgear is most effective when
the times to detect, isolate and (partially) restore power are of the same order as the time required
clearing the fault. More information related to this use case can be found from [21,22,24,25,26] and
is not repeated here. Fig. 5.2 shows a remote controlled pole mounted disconnector station.
Radio communications, either by dedicated VHF radios or, more popular, by public land mobile
networks (PLMNs) such as GSM/GPRS within the 900 MHz bands are feasible means to provide
the remote monitoring and control link in rural areas. The key is to provide ubiquitous radio
coverage at low cost and sufficient availability.
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Fig. 5.2. Remote controlled pole mounted disconnectors station, Foto ABB

5.1.2 Functional requirements
Information elements to be communicated between the IEDs of remote controlled
recloser/disconnector stations and SCADA/DMS may be as follows:
• fault indicators, alarms and related measurements ((directional) earth faults, OC, auto-reclosure, zero sequence fault current Io, fault currents, voltage sags/under-voltage …)
• measurements (3U, 3I, power quality power factor, THD,…)
• states of disconnectors, circuit breakers (CB, status of AR shots)
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•
•

measurements and alarms related to condition monitoring (gas density of GIS (CB), battery
condition, CB electric wear, transformer temperatures, …)
switchgear commands (open, close, ..)

One example for the functionality of an IED used in rural FA is the one described in [27].
Information elements which can be exchanged between this IED and SCADA/DMS can be found
from the IEC 60870-5-101 protocol specification in [28]. A typical1 implementation in FA is to
connect such IED to a RTU which provides the functions of protocol conversion IEC 101 <-> 104
and a GPRS modem such as e.g. the RTU described in [29]. The IEC 60870-5-104 protocol runs
on top of TCP/IP conveyed over GPRS connectivity between the RTU and SCADA in a secured
manner e.g. using VPN, firewalls and private IP address spaces.
It shall be noted that in rural MV FA applications aimed at speeding up FDIR the radio
communications are not required to support ‘safety critical’ functions such as signaling for selective
(differential) line protection schemes known for HV. Feeder protection is provided by the OC and
earth-fault relays which do not require (radio) communication of signals in order to trip. As a
consequence, the communications delay and availability requirements are quite ‘lenient’ and can
be generally fulfilled by commercial cellular systems such as GPRS, 3G and 4G (LTE).
The most important radio communications related requirements of the rural FA use case are as
follows:
1. delay: in the order of seconds. Delays related to communications should be small
compared to delays due to e.g. motor operation of disconnectors, operator intervention at
DMS on received alarms etc.
2. bandwidth: low, in the order of one … few tens of kbps as the amount of information to be
exchanged is very limited and delay times are not critical.
3. coverage (rural): good radio coverage even at remote locations is essential. In practice this
requires radio coverage in a frequency band < 1 GHz due to lower propagation losses.
4. communication system’s availability: In order for rural FA to be economically beneficial, the
communication system should have a high availability so that FDIR operations succeed for
a large proportion of isolated faults. In case communications are unavailable, recloser/disconnector locations would need to be visited by utility service crews increasing
the average service interruptions times and utility OPEX. Provided that there is radio
coverage, an availability figure of ~99.5% seems reasonable with a goal to evolve towards
more stringent requirements such as > 99.9%.
5. protection from power outage, battery backup: in the order of 1 … 6 h. IEDs may have
battery backup in the order of some 48 h, however, a glance at the statistics of fault
interruption times Fig. 5.3 from [23] suggests that a large proportion of isolated faults in
rural areas can be cleared already within 4 h:

1

for European, Asian markets. In N.A. alternative standards are used: DNP3, …
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Fig. 5.3. Finland 2009 distribution of customer interruption times per year, from [23]
It can be assumed that fault isolation will typically take less time than fault clearance,
perhaps in the order of ½ h. Hence, only those BS which happen to be power fed from the
faulty section will need to switch to their batteries and may ultimately exhaust their battery
and fail in case of very long fault clearance / restoration times.
6. Availability under large scale storms, outages:
Rural MV FA investment makes economic sense when the time (without automation) for
fault detection & isolation + feeder reconfiguration is of the same order as times for fault
clearance. In case of majors storms and related large scale power outages the potential
benefit of remote controlled FA, when compared to isolated faults, will be much diminished
due to:
•
•
•
•

in case of a large amount of faults there is much less scope for remote controlled
FA to be effective for fault isolation and switching of alternative power connections
(such as closing of N.O. disconnectors)
a larger amount of utility service crews will have to be in the affected area anyway
in this case customer interruption times are dominated by fault repair times
also the battery back-up of the IEDs is limited to some 48 h, hence outage/repair
times in the order of days cannot be bridged.

While there might still be some benefit for remote controlled FA in case of storms in terms
of reducing FDIR times for some customers, it appears that it is not reasonable and
economically justified to design the communication system (+IED) availability and power
backup requirements for wide scale and long lasting (~days) power outages.
7. requirement for communication backup systems, resilience: Given the above discussion
for the availability requirements 4. and 5., there appears very little justification for redundant
radio communication systems at the level of individual (pole-mounted) FA locations.
However, there is a need to safeguard critical communication system components higher
up in the network hierarchy (e.g. RNCs, subscriber databases, GGSN,…) in order to
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prevent large scale outages. A possibility for alternative routes from the RTU to/fro SCADA
throughout the communications network may be considered to meet very stringent
availability (> 99.9%).
8. scalability: the communication system shall be able to scale with the traffic to/fro
thousand(s) of RTUs in the field. It has to cope with emerging, smart grid related,
applications of DA e.g. extension of FA to sub-/urban areas (like RMUs, additional
sensors,…), fusing available power quality data from AM, supporting communications
related to integrating DER into the distribution network etc. These will increase the number
of RTUs under control of the DSO and the communication system shall be able to scale
accordingly, both in terms of traffic in the user data plane as well as control (=signaling)
plane. The communication system must be able to handle signaling loads related to
managing a large number of intermittent and/or ‘always-on’ radio connections.
Nevertheless, when compared to the density and traffic volumes of cellular broadband
subscribers, the impact from RTU M2M traffic is likely to be low.
9. support of IP based protocols: the communication system must efficiently and reliable
support TCP/IP protocols as commonly used in the stack for standardized remote control
protocols such as IEC 60870-5-104 or a future evolution of IEC 61850 for SG DA. The radio
system shall offer low packet loss ratios by means of physical (L1) / MAC (L2) layer error
correction and re-transmission schemes. Migration towards IPv6 must be supported.
10. Security: the communication system must facilitate secure connections and be resilient
against cyber attacks. Common IP related security mechanisms such as VPN, IPsec shall
be supported, not excluding an additional e2e security layer between SCADA gateway and
RTUs deployed by the DSO (e.g. tunneled VPN connection, TLS,…).
11. cost for implementation (CAPEX/OPEX): investments for remote controlled FA need to be
economically justified. The cost of the RTU (radio modem, IEC protocol conversion) would
need to be a small fraction (e.g. well below 10 %) of the cost of the primary equipment (e.g.
disconnector, ~15kEUR). Radio system CAPEX and OPEX would need to be low, as FA is
an application requiring mainly coverage with only little transported traffic and little other
uses of the communication system. While a certain amount of CAPEX may be justified by
the utility as part of a distribution network modernization project, low OPEX as recurrent
cost item is important as the OPEX needs to be recovered from the avoided regulatory
penalties each year. Nevertheless, cost for RTU modem functionality must not be ‘high’ due
to possible upgrades as radio communication technology goes through shorter innovation /
replacement cycles compared to the primary / secondary equipment of power systems.
This points towards shared use of widely available packet radio systems (lower OPEX)
using radio modem technology which is established elsewhere in other M2M ‘verticals’
(lower CAPEX), i.e. leveraging emerging M2M eco-systems.
12. multi-purpose use, integration of DSO communications: the communication system shall be
able to integrate a wide range of DA communication applications with RTUs in the field in
order to limit the number of dedicated systems the DSO needs to inter-connect towards or
operate. Dealing with a larger number of specialized communication systems with limited
application scope leads to high CAPEX/ OPEX, challenges in security, scalability and
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flexibility for evolution towards new use cases. There will always be an economic scale
benefit when using a single integrated communication system compared to the use of
multiple systems.
13. future proofness: the radio system shall be future-proof and enable evolution towards more
demanding emerging ADA/SG applications. Related requirements are:
• the radio system should be packet based and support IP convergence
• enable evolution towards better radio performance which might become necessary with
new SG applications (lower delays, higher bandwidth, managed QoS)
• support scalability, for both, user and control plane traffic to a much higher number of
RTUs and changing traffic patterns which may be required for smart grids
• should be based on widely available standardized commercial radio technology
components which have price-competitive ‘eco-system’
• should be within ‘mainstream’ of the developing M2M device / solution markets

5.2

Automation of urban secondary substations

5.2.1 Non functional requirements
The motivation for automating urban secondary substations is essentially the same as for rural FA:
improving MV related FDIR related operation and workforce management in light of regulatory
financial incentives related to energy supply reliability. Even though in urban areas cable networks
with lower failure rates are used (refer to Fig. 5.1), there appears still an economic benefit to bring
remote monitoring and/or control down to the secondary substations, in particular the ring main
units (RMUs) in MV distribution networks with ring topology. Further additional uses cases related
to smart grid functions (integration of DER resources, AM) are described below in section 5.3.
General background information regarding urban MV distribution networks can be found in [21] and
examples for specific projects in RMU automation can be found in [30,31,32]. Examples for
potential remotely controlled sensors and actors at a RMU are shown in Fig. 5.4 copied from [31].
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Fig. 5.4. Potential sensors and actors at a RMU, from [31]
Also at the RMUs wireline communications are generally not available, with possible exception of
occasional availability of DSL access. Hence radio communications is, in most cases, the only
viable option.

5.2.2 Functional requirements
The functional requirements are largely the same as discussed in 5.1.2 for rural FA and are not
repeated here. The following differences may be observed:
• coverage: in urban areas also bands > 1 GHz are viable due to their general availability
and the higher density of RMUs.
• scalability: will be more important compared to rural FA due to the higher density of RMUs
with the number of RMU nodes in the order of thousands. Nevertheless, when compared to
the density and traffic volumes of cellular broadband subscribers, the impact from RTU
M2M traffic is likely to be low.
• cost for implementation (CAPEX/OPEX): low cost of the radio communication equipment
and operations is here even more important as faults occur less often on urban cable
feeders and hence the economic benefits from remote control must be generated from
fewer events, putting even higher pressure on recurrent OPEX. If only remote monitoring
and FI is implemented, the cost of the RTU and modem functionality would need to be a
fraction of the sensors and interfacing IEDs. This, together with a large number of RMUs
will drive towards low communication related CAPEX/OPEX with radio modem price points
in the order of perhaps 100+EUR and very low network usage fees (or operational cost)
from shared use.
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•

5.3

multi-purpose use, integration of DSO communications: If the AMI related communications
are managed by the DSO there will be an economic scale benefit when using a single
integrated radio communication system compared to dedicated systems for AM and FA

Other Smart Grid use cases impacting Distribution Automation

In this section other SG use cases which impact Distribution Automation related communication
requirements are briefly discussed. Some of these may lead to more stringent requirements than
FA.

5.3.1 Automatic metering (AM)
There is a connection of measurements at the secondary substations on the LV-side (voltage,
power quality) with data points available from customer AM. Making these data points available at
the DMS and fusing them with data points received from the secondary substations will enable
more sophisticated monitoring and control of e.g. voltage drop profiles and power quality along the
LV-feeders [37].
The communication requirements for AM are discussed in section 6. Performance related
requirements such as radio coverage, delay and availability are more lenient compared to the DA
use case, whereas the requirements for cost and scalability are more stringent. PLMNs based on
2G/3G/UMTS or later 4G/LTE technology display themselves as preferred default-choice solutions
for a broad range of deployment scenarios of Smart Meter communication as shown in section 6.
If the AM related communications are managed by the DSO there will be an economic scale
benefit when using a single integrated radio communication system compared to dedicated
systems for AM and FA. This holds true for FA, especially when considering the fact that the
order(s) of magnitude larger amount of AM nodes will necessitate low cost modems for the AM
RTUs as well as scalable ICT architectures for managing their large amount of generated data
points. Hence it will be beneficial for the FA application to take advantage of the emerging AM
related communication M2M ‘eco-system’.

5.3.2 DER Feed-in reduction due to congestion of the HV transmission network
Already in today’s grid with high DER penetration (e.g. in Germany), the DSO participates in
signaling of DER feed-in reduction due to local congestion of the next higher level(s) of the power
transmission network (110 kV and higher). This use case is motivated by existing HV transmission
network capacity bottlenecks2 (e.g. violation of the n-1 principle) in regions of high DER feed-in and
at times of high DER generation (e.g. strong wind) and low demand (e.g. night time). This requires
communications between the TSO and DSO and then in turn between the DSO and DER
resources connected to the MV and LV distribution network. It is an already existing DER related
use case from which additional SG requirements will evolve from.
On request of the TSO, which is responsible for power flows on the HV grid, the DSO (and DER
operator) is obliged (subject to local regulation) to provide the means to reduce the feed-in from
DER plants in order to prevent the overloading of HV transmission lines. The DER operator is
obliged to provide the remote control interface towards the DSO and corresponding functionality in
2

in countries with highly subsidized DER generation (such as Germany) it is a fact that the upgrade of the
HV transmission networks does not keep pace with the rapid increase in DER generation capacity
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the DER plant. The controlled parameters today are the feed-in real power, with future extensions
to cover also reactive power. Typically the DER plant shall report the actual feed-in real power
back to SCADA.
This use case should not be confused with a requirement of DER feed-in reduction due to power
system over-frequency: this additional requirement, important for global grid stability, is captured
typically within the DER interconnect requirements (see [39,40] for Germany) by means of a
specified over-frequency vs power reduction curve and does not require any communications with
the DER plant.
Neither should this use case be confused with voltage profile management across MV/LV feeders
due large DER power feed-in– this is a local distribution network problem to be managed by the
DSO itself and may or may not require any communications with the DER plant and/or MV/LV
secondary substation, depending on the chosen technical solutions, see section 5.3.3.
This use case is a special case of controlling DER plants which is considered more generally in
chapter 8.
Actual implementations of the DER Feed-in reduction use case can be found in Germany for DER
plants > 100 kW and/or connected to the MV network [35,47]. The regulatory and operational
requirements for the DSO and DER operator can be found from [34,39]. Examples of the resulting
technical requirements from a DSO including compulsory communication interfaces towards the
DER plant can be found in [36,47].

Fig. 5.5. Example for a GPRS based DER Feed-in management due to congestion of the
transmission network, from [47]
The key functional requirements of this use case related to communications can be summarized as
follows:
1. delay: in the order of tens of seconds
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2. coverage: good coverage in the affected DSO region is desirable, use of external antennas,
if needed, is viable. It appears that it is not essential to cover all DER plant locations, as
only excessive power flows (i.e. much above the demand in the impacted DSO region) into
the HV network needed to be curtailed; this does not necessarily require a working
connection to each and every DER plant.
3. availability: Due to the implications on the HV network, it is important that the large bulk of
excessive power flows from the impacted DSO region towards the TSO interconnection can
be reliably curtailed. This requires very high availability of the involved central ICT
components (such as the DSO management component, SCADA, gateways towards the
communication network and it’s central network elements). The option for alternative radio
access (this could be another PLMN) is worth considering safeguarding against large scale
communications outages. However, communication system availability at individual DER
locations can be more lenient (e.g. comparable to PLMN services). Obviously, this function
is not needed in areas affected by power outage.
4. scalability, use of quasi-simultaneous transmission mode (‘broadcast’) from SCADA ->
RTUs: it is important that a large number of the DER plants within the impacted DSO region
can be reliably reached within a short timeframe (in the order of tens of seconds). No
signaling congestion shall occur when a large number of reduction commands is sent
quasi-simultaneously (‘broadcast’) from the SCADA / DSO gateway to a large number of
RTUs. Depending on the scenario parameters and chosen radio technology, this may
necessitate ‘always-on’ radio connections in order to reduce peak signaling loads related to
radio link establishment when this function activates. Note that this ‘quasi-broadcast’
requirement is somewhat unique to this use case as in most other instances the
communications with the end-nodes can be decorrelated in time without impacting the
required functionality.
5. cost for implementation (CAPEX/OPEX): cost of the RTU shall be a small fraction of the
cost of small DER installations and should be in balance with e.g. the DER controller. A
price point of ~150 EUR for the radio modem has been mentioned as an indication [35].
Also the OPEX must be very low, as there is no economical benefit, neither for the DSO nor
DER operator, in supporting this function (it’s a system related obligation originating from
the TSO).
6. multi-purpose use, integration of DSO communications: the economic scale benefit when
the DSO can use a single integrated radio communication system compared to dedicated
systems should be exploited.
In actual implementations of this use case in Germany the required communications method and
modem devices are mandated by the DSO. Communication methods mandated by the DSO for
DER plants with a maximum power P of 100 kW < P < 2 MW (typically connected to the LV
network) are among the following:
• long wave broadcasting in the 130 … 150 kHz range using EFR [46]
• PLC
• GSM/GPRS [47].
EFR and PLC with their inherent broadcast mode allow the DSO to reach a larger number of DER
plants nearly simultaneously, however, EFR does not comprise any uplink channel, hence yet
another communication system is required if the DER plant is to report the actual feed-in real
power back to SCADA (which is indeed required for larger DER plants by the DSO).
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Larger DER plants (> 2 MW), connected to the MV network, are typically connected to the DMS
SCADA via bi-directional channels using, for example, GPRS for this use case [36,47]. Additional
considerations related to the communication options applicable to DER plants can be found in
section 8.3.

5.3.3 Voltage control in Distribution networks due to DER
EN 50160 is one important standard defining RMS voltage requirements at the customer’s point of
connection. In today’s distribution networks, without DER, automatic voltage regulation (AVR) is
mainly an issue of appropriate line-drop compensation of MV/LV feeders under conditions of
dynamically changing load and ‘floating’ primary busbar voltages at the HV/MV station. For this onload tap changing transformers (OLTC) are utilized at the primary substation. For an introduction to
this topic and an outline of current practices see [21].
Introduction of DER into the distribution networks will lead to the additional issue of preventing
over-voltage conditions due to DER in-feed, in particular in weak (rural) feeders. For a synopsis of
the issues, see e.g. [57] and for examples of the actual discussions due to high PV in-feed in
Germany, see e.g. [37,38]. The motivation to deploy ‘smarter’ AVR at distribution system elements
(transformers, DER plants, STATCOMs,…) is to avoid more costly upgrades of the distribution
network such as additional / larger feeders, additional primary / secondary substations, etc.
AVR in DER plants is essentially the control of reactive power generation/consumption subject to
parameters such as the generated real power and/or voltage at the point of interconnection, etc.
For example, in the MV and LV interconnection requirements in Germany [39,40], (new) DER
plants are required to have the functionality of not only a statically configurable but also remotely
and dynamically adjustable reactive power characteristics. However, this functionality appears
currently not to be in general use by the DSOs. It also increases I^2R power losses due to reactive
currents and may therefore only be actively used when the AVR of the OLTC transformer(s) alone
are not sufficient to prevent generation curtailment of DER plants due to overvoltage conditions.
In this context the Adine project studied decentralized and centralized voltage control schemes,
see the summary report [57] and the references therein. Centralized voltage control schemes
require communications between SCADA/DMS and the nodes with AVR capability in order to
exchange the set-points related to the AVR control loops as well as the actual measured voltage
values, see Fig. 5.6 copied from [57]. Note, that there is an option to utilize the AMR data for more
robust state estimation. Not shown in this figure is the additional option of MV/LV OLTC
transformers for AVR as suggested in [37].
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Fig. 5.6. Overview of the active distribution network in the ADINE project, from [57]
The key functional requirements of this use case related to communications can be summarized as
follows:
1. delay: in the order of seconds to tens of seconds in line with gradual changes in generated
power. This is reflected, for example, in the MV and LV interconnection requirements in
[39,40],
2. coverage: good coverage in the affected DSO region is desirable as DER plants may be
located in rural areas at sites without existing communications. The use of external
antennas at the DER plant location, if needed, is viable. IEDs involved in AVR and located
at the primary substation may share existing communication links towards SCADA/DMS.
3. availability: it’s difficult to derive an exact availability figure, but the fact that this functionality
is not ‘mission critical’ but rather intended to maximize the DER generation (within the
capacity constraints of the distribution network) suggests that similar availability as for FA
might be appropriate. It is reasonable to assume that in case failure of the communication
link is detected within an IED the AVR will revert to a ‘default’, statically configured
characteristic, i.e. perform in the same manner as ‘decentralized’ AVR, see also the
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discussion in [57]. This may potentially require signaling to some3 of the involved AVR IEDs
not affected by communication outage in order to have them also revert into the
decentralized (default) AVR mode. Any overvoltage conditions at the DER plant will always
be prevented according to the interconnection requirements, also without communication
links. However, the decentralized (default) AVR control loops at OLTC transformers would
need to be configured in such a way as to reliably prevent over/-under voltages across the
LV feeders, at least under the conditions of no or little DER generation4, i.e. they would
need to function in the ‘conventional’ manner. All in all, it appears that centralized AVR can
be implemented with a robust fallback in case of communication failures ensuring that the
DSO can fulfill voltage limits across LV feeders as required.
4. scalability: the amounts of traffic scales with the number of AVR capable nodes and the
necessary ‘keep-alive’ (heartbeat) signals exchanged with SCADA. Voltage / VAR control is
inherently a local problem (no signaling storms across DSO region) and the required control
signaling instants are infrequent (likely orders of minutes) and can be decorrelated in time.
When compared to the density and traffic volumes of cellular broadband subscribers, the
impact from AVR M2M traffic is likely to be low.
5. cost for implementation (CAPEX/OPEX): cost of the RTU shall be a small fraction of the
cost of small DER installations and should be in balance with e.g. the DER IED (controller).
6. multi-purpose use, integration of DSO communications: the economic scale benefit when
the DSO and especially the DER operator can use a single integrated radio communication
system compared to multiple, dedicated systems for each control function, should be
exploited.
In Germany, for example, the required communication method and protocol for DER plants is
mandated by the DSO. A concrete example specification for DER reactive power control for plants
with P > 2 MW connected to the MV network is [36] which is on the basis of IEC 60870-5-104 on
top of GPRS. DSOs and DER operators have a clear incentive to create synergies with the
communication methods required for DER Feed-in reduction due to congestion of the HV
transmission network, see 5.3.2.

5.3.4 LOM protection in Distribution networks with AR
Loss-of-mains (LOM) protection when DER generators become islanded in conjunction with AutoReclosing (AR) is a great challenge and may require low delay (~100 ms) signaling based
schemes in the future. A brief synopsis of this issue can be found in [60,61,62], more research
results in [57,58,59] and a survey of islanding detection methods in [63]. As LOM protection has
system safety and well as system stability implications it shall be considered here in order to
examine communication related requirements.
In a nutshell, the issue is as follows:
• DER plants connected to feeders with AR should be disconnected already before the first
reclosing attempt; however,
• typically used islanding detection methods work too slow for this, in particular when Low
Voltage Ride Through (LVRT) is required; hence
3

e.g. OLTC transformers
the transition towards the ‘default’ mode may or may not lead to disconnection of DER plants due to
overvoltage conditions, but this appears acceptable within the probabilities of communication outages

4
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•
•

the DER generator continues to feed the arc in the open period of the AR and consequently
the first reclosing attempt has a fair chance to fail. Furthermore the generator my loose the
synchronization at re-closure. These result in
additional wear and stresses on equipment (AR, transformers, generator…) and prolonged
interruption times

The critical aspect here is the very short duration of the first AR open period: e.g. in Finnish MV
networks this is only ~300 ms. The duration from fault occurrence to the AR trip can be ~400 ms.
The following simulation results copied from [62] of a failed first AR due to 3 wind power plants with
asynchronous generators continuing to feed the arc (while spooling down) illustrate the issue: the
fault occurs at 1.5 s, the AR opens at 1.9 s and re-closes at 2.2 s. Also shown, below, is a current
spike due to phase reversal at the time of re-closure as a result of the generators getting out-ofsync during the 300 ms open time.
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Fig. 5.7.Failed AR due to 3 wind power plants (asynchronous generators), copied from [57]
Such scenarios depend of course on many variables such as fault / generator location, type of
generator, relay settings and, importantly, on the difference between load and generated power
within the island at the time of the trip. More results regarding statistics of failed AR attempts can
be found in [57,58].
In the, for example, German interconnection requirements DER plants connected to LV feeders are
currently not required to support LVRT [40]; this means the use of passive islanding detection
based on under voltage during the fault can be more effective5. In the following we focus therefore
on DER plants connected to MV feeders.
In the, for example, German interconnection requirements DER plants connected to MV feeders
are required to use passive islanding detection based on over/under voltages and frequencies [39].
However, the LVRT voltage requirements (red curves) have priority, as they are related to the
overall power system stability and required by the TSOs. A fault in the HV network using AR will
lead to geographically widespread voltage dips (with duration < 150 ms) and DER plants must not
disconnect as otherwise this could result in a large loss of generation power.

5

st

but not foolproof within the very short duration before 1 re-closure, see [60]. There is a requirement, using
other (active) methods as well, to reliably detect islanding and disconnect after 5 s even under conditions of
st
balanced load – this is primarily in order to protect utility worker’s safety when islanding, not to facilitate 1
AR.
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Based on the voltage dips alone, the DER plant has no means to locate the origin of the fault (HV
or MV network) and often cannot6, by virtue of the LVRT requirement, use voltage dips to trip on
faults in the MV network before the first re-closure. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.8, showing two failed
AR attempts in the MV network together with LVRT requirements (red curves), copied from [39]:

Fig. 5.8. Two failed AR attempts in MV network and LVRT requirements (red curves) from
[39]
Unlike in HV networks, there may be multiple AR shots in MV networks, however, the duration of
the 2nd opening may be much longer, perhaps ~15 … 20 s as in Fig 5.8. Hence the DER plant has
much higher chances to detect the islanding and disconnect prior to the 2nd re-closure (this is
allowed in [39], regardless of LVRT, as this leads only to local DER trips).
[39] contains a scenario in which the sustained in-feed from DER plants supporting LVRT may
cause even the failure of the AR on the HV line as shown in Fig. 5.9. The suggested remedy is
signaling between IEDs: after the distance protection IEDs in primary substations A and B tripped7
the CBs, the distance protection IED within primary substation C can locate the fault and command
the IED at the CB of the DER feeder to open and stop feeding the arc. This is a case of intrasubstation signaling and could be done, for example, with fast IEC 61850 GOOSE messages [64]
– all this prior to the 1st re-closing on the 110 kV line.
Furthermore [39] states for the corresponding case that the DER plant supporting LVRT is
connected along the MV feeder (rather than SS busbar) that the DSO has the right to request a
(fast8) signaling connection to the CB at the DER’s point of interconnection.

6

actually, in order to ease this fundamental conflict between LVRT and fast AR, [39] relaxes the LVRT
requirement for DER plants connect to MV feeders with AR. This is a trade-off in favor of the DSO and DER
operator on the expense of the TSO responsible for system stability.
7
short circuit current from HV network >> DER plant(s)
8
Binary Signal Transfer (BST) is mentioned as an example implementation
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Fig. 5.9. AR attempts in HV network facilitated by signaling, from [39]
The above discussion motivates the use of signaling based schemes to facilitate LOM protection.
Not only would this alleviate the above AR related issues, but would also support further functions
such as blocking of DER trips due to faults of adjacent MV feeders, controlled islanding (if so
supported by the MV network) and many more cases. These is discussed in more detail in
[57,58,60]. Fig. 5.10 shows an example of the tests conducted in Adine in which total signaling
transfer times between the IEDs of 30 ms based on IEC 61850 GOOSE messaging across
Ethernet were achieved9 [57,58].

9

of which 5 ms were used on the BST optical lin
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Fig. 5.10. Communication arrangement between feeder and DER unit protection, copied
from [57]
A few remarks to this when considering real deployments:
• signaling towards a LOM IED may augment conventional passive (or active) islanding
detection methods rather than replace them, thus creating another layer of defense in LOM
protection [61]. This will facilitate stringent LVRT requirements not compromised by the
requirements due to, for example, AR.
• the signaling towards the LOM IED cannot be carried via GOOSE/Ethernet, but has to be
carried on top of TCP/IP via an IEC 61850 substation gateway and further IP gateways of
the utility proving access to the IP network the LOM IED is attached to.
• unlike the other DA use cases with SCADA/DMS  RTU ‘hub and spoke’ connectivity,
we have here a IED  IED ‘meshed’ connectivity (due to the low latency requirement).
This will have implications regarding managing network configuration and security. E.g. in
the above Figure, IED2 protecting the MV feeder needs to be aware of the IP addresses of
all connected LOM IEDs and also needs the access rights to control them.
• IP routing rather than PVCs may facilitate the required connectivity in a flexible manner
• due to the often rural geographical localization, especially of smaller DER plants, mostly
located in the vicinity of existing MV-lines, the access to such stations by available wire-
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bound communication networks is not a given (e.g. subscriber lines for DSL, fiber
connection, leased lines). A mix of radio and fixed line access needs to be considered for
the LOM IEDs.
The key functional requirements of this use case related to communications can be summarized as
follows:
1. delay: the exact maximum E2E delay requirements between the IEDs would need to be
elaborated further; naturally they depend on the AR relay dead time settings (300 … 500
ms) acceptable for MV networks. As a starting point 50 … 150 ms could be considered.
This is an area FFS. Delay and delay variation across the involved IP networks would need
to be guaranteed by suitable QoS mechanisms.
2. coverage: good radio coverage in the affected DSO region is desirable as DER plants may
be located in rural areas at sites without existing communications. The use of external
antennas at the DER plant location, if needed, is viable.
3. availability: it’s difficult to derive an exact availability figure, so let’s look first at the
implications of communication failure. If this is detected by the LOM IED, the stand-by
passive (or active) islanding detection methods may be re-configured into a specific ‘fall’
back mode. For example, those LOM IEDs of DER plants connected to MV lines with AR
could be re-configured towards more relaxed LVRT under-voltage requirements in order to
trip with high probability on voltage dips during fault occurrence. The remaining LOM IEDs
affected by the outage could retain their ‘default’ stand-by settings as islanding detection
with times in the order of seconds may be acceptable during the short time durations of
communication outages.
The LVRT requirement is mainly aimed at preventing large-scale tripping of DER plants in
case of faults in the HV networks, hence they are resilient against local non-compliance as
a consequence of local communications outage. On the other hand, AR failures may have
detrimental impact on the DER generator and DSO equipment.
Due to the stability implications on the HV network, it is important though that the large bulk
of DER plants within the DSO region comply with strict LVRT requirement. Assuming that
communication failures could lead to some DER plants being configured with less stringent
LVRT settings, large scale communication outages may become critical and must have a
very low probability of occurrence. This requires very high availability of the involved central
ICT components (such as the DSO management component, SCADA, gateways towards
the communication network and it’s central network elements). The option for alternative
communication access (this could be another PLMN in case of radio access) is worth
considering safeguarding against large scale communications outages. However,
communication system availability at individual DER locations can be more lenient (e.g.
comparable to PLMN services). This is an area FFS.
4. scalability: The number of end nodes scales with the number of DER plants requiring this
signaling. Even when considering extension towards DER plants connected to the LV
network in the future, the impact from LOM IED M2M traffic is likely to be low when
compared to the density and traffic volumes of cellular broadband subscribers.
Nevertheless, the bandwidth/resources consumed per connection might be relatively higher
as stringent QoS priorities need to be applied to meet low delay requirements.
Implementation of the IED – IED connectivity (configuration, routing) should scale properly
(e.g. IP routing may be beneficial).
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5. cost for implementation (CAPEX/OPEX): This use case may be not so cost sensitive as
the other DA use cases, as the functionality is network protection related and less exposed
to economic trade-offs. It’s also more likely to be used on larger, isolated DR plants (power
rating in the order of MW) with high CAPEX/OPEX; hence the communications related
expenses are relatively less important.
6. multi-purpose use, integration of DSO communications: the economic scale benefit when
the DSO and the DER operator can use a single integrated IP based communication
system compared to multiple, dedicated systems for each control function, should be
exploited.

5.4

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

5.4.1 Dedicated Radio systems in VHF/UHF bands

5.4.1.1 RADIUS
Radius [45] is a proprietary radio system operating in the VHF bands which is being used in some
rural feeder automation projects. Due to its proprietary nature, lack of inherent support of TCP/IP
protocols and IP related security mechanisms, lack of scalability, bandwidth and future proofness it
is not considered as viable for smart grid communications related to DA.

5.4.1.2 TETRA
Use of TETRA [44] as radio modem has been suggested for RMU automation projects [32].
However, TETRA has been optimized for public safety (PS) related mobile field crew operations
(police forces, fire brigades,…) and has therefore special voice features such as support of
dispatching, fast setup of group calls, mobile-to-mobile calls (DMO) etc. None of these H2H
features is relevant for the M2M communications required for DA.
The claimed higher availability, reliability and ‘ruggedness’ of TETRA under ‘crisis situations’ will
add little benefit to FA use case due to:
- TETRA reliability is mainly connected to sustaining H2H calls in BS island mode and DMO
operation. In both instances the required connectivity between RTU and SCADA/DMS
would be lost anyway.
- TETRA’s higher physical site protection, longer battery back-up times and/or alternative
power feeds improve availability, however, very high availability (>99.9%), while desirable,
is not an essential requirement for FA use case to make economic sense as discussed
above.
- Features to manage system congestions and overload under ‘crisis situations’ such as
priority access, call barring and pre-emption are not unique to TETRA and also possible in
PLMNs such as LTE, see e.g. [55].
Furthermore, TETRA terminals (modems) are few and expensive compared to devices for public
cellular systems [44].
Finally, all established TETRA system vendors have announced support of LTE for the evolution
towards broadband PS radio and formed alliances with LTE system vendors.

5.4.2 WiMAX
While WiMAX has some common features as LTE, e.g. the OFDM radio access method, it’s use
for rural FA and DA related applications appears limited. This is due to:
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•
•
•
•
•

no widespread availability from CSPs in licensed bands  little possibility to share utility
traffic with public users  higher CAPEX/OPEX
not implemented in bands < 1 GHz  poor coverage in rural areas
when implemented in license exempt bands  low TX powers, possible interference issues
 poor coverage
no evolution from existing GSM/GPRS DA applications
relatively small eco-system and not considered as future proof when compared to LTE 
risk of stranded investments

5.4.3 3GPP defined PLMNs
3GPP defined radio solutions (PLMNs) include GSM/GPRS/EDGE, HSPA and LTE. M2M modem /
RTU devices used for remote controlled FA are currently based on multi-band GPRS/EDGE
modules and will in the shorter term evolve towards GPRS/ HSPA multi-mode/band devices and in
the longer term also support LTE radio access. Even though all 3 generations of 3GPP radios can
certainly meet the above radio communications requirements for DA, the focus of this section will
be on exploring the potential of LTE to meet or exceed these requirements. LTE is widely
considered a future-proof, scalable and high performance IP based broadband radio access
[49,50] with high potential for capturing many if not most of the emerging smart grid related
communication needs.
A good technical summary of LTE technology and its key radio performance characteristics can be
found from [43].
The following Figure shows the 3GPP network architecture evolution from 2G3G4G. LTE
network architecture is flat and optimized for IP protocols [49]. Implementation of the EPC requires
requiring only few, highly scalable, core network elements.
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Optimization for IP-protocols can be noted from the following Figure showing the user plane
protocol stack. Migration towards IPv6 is supported.

5.4.3.1 Available frequency bands for LTE
The frequency bands currently specified within 3GPP for LTE FDD are as follows:

3GPP Supported FDD Frequency Bands
Total [MHz]
1
2x60
2
2x60
3
2x75
4
2x45
5
2x25
6
2x10
2x70
7
2x35
8
9
2x35
10
2x60
11
2x20
12
2x18
13
2x10
14
2x10
17
2x12
18
2x15
19
2x15
20
2x30
21
2x15
22
2x90
23
2x20
24
2x34
165

Uplink [MHz]
1920-1980
1850-1910
1710-1785
1710-1755
824-849
830-840
2500-2570
880-915
1749.9-1784.9
1710-1770
1427.9-1447.9
698-716
777-787
788-798
704-716
815-830
830-845
832-862
1447.9-1462.9
3410-3500
2000-2020
1626.5-1660.5

Downlink [MHz]
2110-2170
1930-1990
1805-1880
2110-2155
869-894
875-885
2620-2690
925-960
1844.9-1879.9
2110-2170
1475.9-1495.9
728-746
746-756
758-768
734-746
860-875
875-890
791-821
1495.9-1510.9
3510-3600
2180-2200
1525-1559

Europe
/Asia

Japan

Americas
UMTS core
US PCS
1800
US AWS
US 850
Japan 800
2600
900
Japan 1700
Extended AWS
Japan 1500
US700
US700
US700
US700
Japan new 800
Japan new 800
EU800
Japan 1500 ext
3500
S-band
L-band

Within the US, early deployments of LTE are in Bands 13 and 17 as these frequencies became
recently available and hence are not occupied by 2G/3G legacy systems. Furthermore the 700
MHz band has favorable propagation characteristics. Band 14 comprises the lower ‘D-Block’ (2x5
MHz) which is up to re-auction and has relevance for Public Safety (PS) applications subject to
FCC ruling. Use of LTE is also expected for the upper ‘broadband PS’ block (2x5 MHz) within Band
14 which will be licensed to PS operators throughout municipalities.
Yet another band with good potential for CSPs to address utility related communications is Band
24 (L-band) which is available nationwide and exhibits better propagation than the bands around 2
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GHz such as Bands 2,4 and 10. Band 24 will also see early LTE deployments and is
commercialized by Lightsquare under a new ‘wholesale’ business model.
From a European perspective, the evolution towards LTE is expected to follow this broad general
pattern, subject to country specific licensing and commercial plans of the CSPs:

Spectrum Resources – Typical European Case
•

HSPA and LTE typically deployed at different frequencies
Current
2600
(FDD 20 MHz)

Future
LTE 20 MHz

LTE capacity and
high data rates

2100
(15 MHz)

3xHSPA

Multicarrier
HSPA

HSPA capacity

1800
(15 MHz)

GSM

LTE 15 MHz

LTE capacity

900
(10 MHz)

GSM

1xHSPA+ GSM

EU800
(10 MHz)

LTE 10 MHz

HSPA coverage +
GSM maintenance
LTE coverage
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For urban / sub-urban environments Band 7 and Band 3 will be primarily used for LTE, with first
deployments in Band 7 (when available).
For DA and FA related applications bands < 1 GHz will be required in order to get economically
coverage for rural areas. For these bands, LTE will typically start in Band 20 (EU800, when
available), only at a later stage will the GSM 900 MHz (Band 8) be used.
The situation regarding Band 20 is as follows:
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Digital Dividend (EU800) Status in European Union
Plans for BWA
Considering BWA

Germany will
be the first

Undecided
Plans for DTT

List of countries:
• Finland
• Sweden
• Germany
• France
• UK
• Spain
• Denmark
• Switzerland (non EU)

EU pushes for
EU800 band
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Regarding the use of Band 20 in Finland co-existence with the Russian Aeronautical
Radionavigation (ARNS) remains to be a challenge. The currently claimed 420 km coordination
distance means that all base stations would need to be coordinated which makes this band in
practice unusable for the time being. Status of this service will be discussed in the next WRC 2012.
Given a positive outcome for mobile usage, Band 20 could become available for LTE deployment
around 2015.
In Finland use of GSM in the 900 MHz band is expected to last at least until ~2017 and the use of
HSPA within this band certainly much longer, all this is subject to commercial plans of the CSPs.
To summarize, in Finland a likely evolution towards LTE capable M2M radio modems in bands
<1 GHz may be as follows: GPRS900add HSPA900 add LTE800LTE800/900. Naturally, in
urban areas LTE2600 (+LTE1800) will become available earlier.
Support for the 450 MHz bands is currently not specified for LTE, nevertheless it is expected that
TETRA and cdma450 will eventually evolve towards LTE, hence these bands may be added some
point in time.

5.4.3.2 Delay, round trip time (RTT)
The delay requirements for the above discussed DA use cases are in the order of seconds and can
already be met with GPRS today.
Only signaling related to line protection (e.g. between substations) would require much lower and
guaranteed delays as well as jitter. The following provides some indications how delay times can
be reduced by 3G and 4G systems in case stringent delay requirements would need to be met in
future DA related applications.
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The following figure shows the minimum average round trip time (RTT) which can be achieved for
3G HSPA evolution and LTE:

Latency Evolution
UE

BTS

SAE GW

Server

100
90
80
70
60
HSPA <30
ms

ms 50
40

Core
RNC
BTS
Retransmissions downlink
Retransmissions uplink
Air interface
Scheduling (LTE)
UE
LTE <15
ms

30
20
10
0
HSDPA/R99

HSPA (10-ms
uplink)

HSPA (2-ms LTE scheduled
LTE uplink)
preallocated

108

The following caveats need to be kept in mind when looking at these figures:
• for 3G HSPA the RTT depends on the features supported by the network (peak bit rate,
HSUPA, TTI length,..) and may differ therefore from network to network.
• the RRC_CONNECTED state was assumed (i.e. an active radio link). The corresponding
RTT for GPRS/EDGE would be ~190 ms. In LTE no dedicated radio links and resources
are maintained in the RRC_CONNECTED state, unlike for HSPA in which air-interface
capacity is consumed. Hence the LTE device can be kept longer in his state without impact
on radio system capacity. With LTE also very low RTT (~15 ms) can be achieved if radio
resources are persistently allocated for the device. A DSL connection would have a RTT of
~20 … 50 ms depending on the operator.
• if the terminal is in LTE RRC_IDLE state (or HSPA cell_PCH state), e.g. when no heartbeat
signal was received for prolonged time, the RRC connection would first need to be set up
which will increase the RTT for LTE to some 125 ms and for HSPA to some 500 ms.
• due to possible multiple L1 HARQ re-transmissions the delay times come with a certain
statistical distribution, however, the radio link parameters could be configured by the
network for M2M devices in such as way as to minimize these L1 re-transmissions (also
stationary of the RTU will help). Also cell loading will impact the delay distribution, unless
QoS is enforced.
• delay (RTT) will depend on the configured QoS parameters for the radio bearer such as the
delay budget in the LTE QoS Class Identifier (QCI), priority etc. The radio packet scheduler
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is ‘QoS-aware’ and the parameterization could be optimized for stationary M2M devices
requiring low delays: as terminal battery saving and handovers are not a relevant issue in
this use case, the RRC timers used for maintaining the radio link states could be set to
larger values, so as to minimize delays (and signaling loads).
depending on the network topology additional delays may occur due to the mobile backhaul
and the transition through intermediate IP networks to SCADA.

•

5.4.3.3 Bandwidth, cell capacity
The following Figure shows the 3G4G evolution of user peak throughput rates and average cell
capacities expressed in Mbps and normalized to 20 MHz of available spectrum:

Overview of 3GPP Evolution
173

Theoretical Peak Rate

Average Capacity 1)

(uncoded (CR=1) gross bite rate)

Mbps
/cell

• 64 QAM or MIMO
I-HSPA
• Flat architecture
• Handover support
• Higher # of RNC IDs

• 64 QAM + MIMO
or
• DC, 64 QAM

• 2x2 MIMO
• 16 QAM UL

• 4x4 MIMO
• 64 QAM UL

84
58

40 – 60 ms

61

42
28 (MIMO)

DL
UL

21 (64QAM)

14,4
5,7

11,5

11,5

36

25 – 35 ms

1)

HSPA capacity values
normalized to 4 carriers
(2 * 20MHz in total)

~25 ms
4x6,5

4x6,5

24

2)

Single carrier

18
DL 4x2,5

4x2

UL 4x1,5

I-HSPA

HSDPA/
HSUPA

HSPA Evo
(step1)

Rel. 6
51

326

Rel. 7

10 – 20 ms

4x2
(NSN system concept)

RTT
Round Trip Time

HSPA Evo 2)
(step2)

LTE/SAE

Rel. 8

© Nokia Siemens Networks
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5.4.3.4 Coverage:
An uplink radio budget comparison between GSM voice and HSPA, respectively LTE 64 kbps
packet data is shown in the following figure. The calculation principles are the same as described
in detail in [43].

Uplink Radio Link Budget
GSM voice vs HSPA, LTE 64 kbps packet data

2

We note that the link budget for HSPA and LTE 64 kbps packet data is approximately the same as
for GSM voice when considering the 3 dB body losses for the latter service. The downlink radio link
budget shows a similar relative behavior and is not copied here.
However, in installations for FA, the overall radio link budget is actually significantly more
advantageous when compared to the radio network design criteria used by commercial cellular
system providers, this is due to:
• higher gain antennas at the RTU compared to mobile terminals, especially for pole
mounted installation higher gain (e.g. 5 dB) omni antennas are possible. Mobiles have poor
antenna gain for bands < 1 GHz due to limited space.
• larger antenna height at the RTU than for mobile terminals (e.g. 4.5 m height possible)
• no in-building (or in-car) penetration losses need to be considered at the RTU with external
antennas which is always possible in rural and perhaps also very often in suburban
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environments. In urban environments wall penetration losses for the RMU hut cannot be
neglected.
The following Figure illustrates this and shows the resulting cell radius, in [km], for LTE 64 kbit/s vs.
GSM voice reference case when considering FA RTU site antenna parameters accordingly. The
calculation also shows the dependency on the frequency band (results are shown for LTE Bands 1,
3, 7 and 8):

Cell radius, in [km], for LTE 64 kbit/s vs. GSM
voice reference case when considering FA RTU
site antenna parameters

3

The following can be observed:
• in 900 MHz, the combined ~20 dB difference due to larger terminal antenna gains, antenna
heights and lack of wall penetration losses provides the FA application with a very
advantageous link budget compared to GSM900 voice. Therefore finding radio coverage
from public cellular systems for FA RTUs is not considered a challenge in bands < 1 GHz.
• if LTE would be deployed in bands < 1 GHz as a dedicated system for the utility to provide
coverage for rural FA, very large cell sizes in the order of up to ~45 km could be used
indeed. Actually, the earth’s curvature would be the factor limiting the cell size in this
regime [43].
• coverage can also be competitively provided to RMUs in suburban areas when using
external antennas at the RMU housing, in fact, the resulting cell ranges are comparable
with cells dimensioned for rural GSM voice (radius > 10 km).
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•

the results also show the advantage of bands < 1 GHz in terms of the cell area. LTE cells in
800 ... 900 MHz are up to 4x … 5x larger than in 2.6 GHz with corresponding impacts on
the #of sites and cost required for providing coverage. LTE (or 3G) in bands < 1 GHz is
therefore more competitive than any other broadband radio system deployed in the
unlicensed 2.4 GHz ISM band (or above) such as WiMAX or dedicated mesh networks.

5.4.3.5 System availability, resilience:
As mentioned in Section 5.1.2 a radio communications system availability figure of ~99.5% at the
modem / RTU seems reasonable for DA related use cases with a goal to evolve towards more
stringent requirements such as > 99.9%.
CSPs implement measures for resilience, fault tolerance and redundancy into their networks; e.g.
alternative transmission paths maybe used within the backbone transport and furthermore, critical
network elements such as databases (HSS, MME, PDN-GW…) are required to have very high
availability 99.999%, i.e. comparable to utility communications availability requirements for safety
critical protection functions.
In any given location there is typically radio coverage provided from multiple PLMNs, i.e. 2 or more
CSPs provide coverage within each available frequency band (900, 1800, 2600 MHz). M2M
modems are typically multi-standard and multi-band devices enabling access to multiple PLMNs,
hence this will allow to add additional layers of redundancy all within the 3GPP radio family at
comparable low additional OPEX. This can be done by having multiple SIMs in the modem / RTU
or by arranging roaming agreements with the CSPs providing coverage in an area. An example of
such an arrangement by a Spanish utility was presented in [48] and is shown in Fig. 5.6:

Fig. 5.6. Use of multiple PLMNs to provide redundancy, from [48]
Assuming a single PLMN availability of 0.995 (99.5%) and that PLMN outages are uncorrelated
events among CSPs (isolated failures) we would obtain the combined availability using 2 PLMNs
as 1 – (1-0.995)^2) = 0.999975 or 99.9975 %.
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5.4.3.6 Power outage, battery backup:
As discussed in 5.1.2 battery backup in the order of 1 … 6 h covers the time needed for fault
isolation and to a large extent also the time needed for restoration in FA applications. The data
presented in 5.1.2 showed that a large proportion of isolated faults in rural areas can be cleared
already within ~4 h.
Typically there exists country specific regulation w.r.t. requirements for resilience and power
backup. In Finland these requirements are set by the Finnish Communications Regulatory
Authority (Ficora) and can be found in [41,42]. The key requirements from [41] are extracted as
follows:
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As long as GSM provides the ‘baseline coverage’, i.e. prior to replacement by UMTS900, UMTS
RNCs have ‘importance class 3’ whilst the UMTS BS has a requirement of 15 min battery backup
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and LTE at the moment none10 [41]. The following key points related in particular to the BS sites,
can be noted from [41,42]:
• the philosophy is to set stringent requirements for the radio system components providing
baseline radio coverage which is, today, GSM BS and BSC. More lenient requirements are
set for system components providing additional capacity (e.g. UMTS cells overlaid on a
GSM system, GSM microcells, etc.). However, it is mentioned in [42] that should UMTS
become the radio to provide baseline coverage (this could happen e.g. when GSM900
migrates to UMTS900) then the above more stringent requirements will need to be
considered for UMTS BS and RNC and updates of this regulation are expected. This
means that M2M devices (RTUs) with multi-band/mode functionality can always expect to
find a fall-back to a battery protected baseline system.
• central network elements ‘higher up’ in the importance hierarchy have to fulfill the backup
requirements in above Table 2 regardless of the radio access method (i.e. this applies also
to UMTS, LTE central databases, etc.)
• the BS battery backup times mandated in [41] appear to be very well matched to the FA
requirements mentioned above.
When it comes to isolated faults in the distribution network not all BS will be affected, hence there
is an inherent ‘redundancy’ against communications outage at work:
•
•

•

•

Only those BS which happen to be power fed from the faulty feeder section will need to
switch to their batteries whereas all other BS will be available also for prolonged fault
clearance times.
The RTU might be able to connect to another cell which is fed from a healthy part of the
feeder. In fact, looking at the above link budget analysis it is very likely that the RTU will
‘see’ and be able to connected to another BS of the same network: the ~20 dB more
advantageous link budget of RTUs compared to the typical public cellular cell design
criteria will enable the RTU to ‘see’ way beyond the best serving site, providing an inherent
‘site diversity’. The precise statistics of this to happen is an interesting area for further work
in SGEM II.
Yet another layer of redundancy is to enable the modem / RTU to access multiple PLMNs.
This can be done by having multiple SIMs in the RTU or by arranging roaming agreements
with the CSPs providing coverage in an area, see Fig. 5.6. BS sites are typically not colocated which means that isolated power outage events can be considered uncorrelated
among different operators BS sites, hence providing a redundant layer of protection. In
particular in urban areas are typically > 2 networks (across several bands), so a very high
level of protection against power outage is expected.
Finally it shall be noted there will be utility service personal available in the area of the
faulted feeder section which can operate the switches also manually should the battery
backup times be exceeded and no other communications fall-back be available.

These considerations may not always apply in the event of large scale storms and prolonged
(~days) power outages. In this case also one or more PLMNs may fail in case a sufficient number
of movable power generators cannot be brought into action to the affected BS sites. However it
was noted already in Section 5.1.2 that it is not reasonable and economically justified to design FA

10

LTE has not yet been considered in [21,22]
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radio communication system availability and power backup requirements for wide scale and long
lasting power outages due to:
•
•
•
•

in case of a large amount of faults there is much less scope for remote controlled
FA to be effective for fault isolation and switching of alternative power connections
(such as closing of N.O. disconnectors)
a larger amount of utility service crews will have to be in the effected area anyway
in this case customer interruption times are dominated by fault repair times
also the battery back-up of the IEDs is limited to some ~48 h

In summary, the regulatory requirements stipulated by e.g. Ficora for public cellular communication
system power backup requirements appear well matched to the requirements of the FA use case.
In fact, PLMNs could even exceed these requirements when considering the inherent possibilities
of ‘site diversity’ within one PLMN and the possible additional diversity among PLMNs in case of
multiple subscription/roaming agreements.
In passing, we note that [41,42] also stipulate requirements for physical protection of
communication sites and related cabling.

5.4.3.7 Signaling congestion due to ‘always-on’ connections, resilience to
‘signaling storms’
Generally, the spatial density of RTUs in the FA automation case is very low compared to the
subscriber densities assumed for PLMNs: in Finland’s rural FA the distance between RTUs may be
in the order of ~15 km and in urban FA in the order of perhaps a few hundreds of meters.
Consequently, the resulting additional load due to traffic and signaling from FA will be low
compared to the overall traffic carried by the network with little risk for causing congestion.
Nevertheless the existing German use case described in section 5.3.2 implied that a large number
of the DER plants across the DSO region may need to be reliably reached within a short timeframe
(in the order of tens of seconds) – i.e. the situation of a quasi-simultaneously (‘broadcast’) from the
SCADA / DSO gateway to a large number of RTUs. Depending on the scenario parameters, this
may or may not lead to peak signaling loads from radio link (RRC or even PDP context)
establishment procedures in the higher nodes of the system (e.g. MME, P-GW, HSS) and is an
area FFS.
A related situation would be the quasi-simultaneous reporting of measurement and conditioning
data from e.g. secondary substations, say at 24:00 due to poor design of the application process.
Generally, the design of SG related communication applications may be ignorant of or not
optimized for the characteristics of the underlying radio system.
Another issue is when the DA related communication application is forced into an ‘always-on’
connection mode, e.g. by SCADA sending a regular ‘heartbeat’ (poll) signal in the order of seconds
to the RTUs. This may be done to ensure low delay downstream connectivity from SCADA-> RTU,
without any prior poll request via SMS. Hence the heartbeat signal ensures that none of the
intermediate stateful NAT and firewall related timers will expire in order to maintain the PDP
context at the P-GW [54].
However, running a ‘heartbeat’ signal every few seconds to maintain the PDP ‘always-on’ does not
always prevent high signaling load caused by frequent transitions of the RRC states (RRC_IDLE <> RRC_CONNECTED state), i.e. the frequent buildup and tear down of the radio link: CSPs
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operating poor 3G network implementations, experienced congestion due to signaling overload
from Smartphones running ‘always-on’ apps such as IM, see [52,53].
Now, regarding the signaling load of DA related ‘always-on’ connections, there are 3 mitigating
factors at work:
1. low spatial density of RTUs compared to regular BB user density
2. RTUs do not need to conserve battery
3. RTUs do not make handovers
Items 2. and 3. would suggest to set RRC timers used for maintaining the radio link states to much
larger values, so as to minimize the related signaling loads. There are several mechanisms by
which the PLMN can recognize the presence of a DA related M2M device as opposed to a mobile
device, e.g. based on subscription records or by inspection of the traffic. Here, LTE is in particular
advantageous as, unlike 3G, no dedicated radio resources are consumed in the
RRC_CONNECTED state. Hence the RTU could be kept for long durations (i.e. longer than the
higher layer motivated heartbeat interval) in RRC_CONNECTED state, minimizing both, delays
(RTT) and RRC related signaling loads. This ensures good scalability to a very high number of
RTU devices should SG related extensions of DA require so.
Finally, there is the issue when a large population of M2M devices of a M2M MVNO would be
roaming within operators A’s network whilst having also a subscription to operators B’s network in
same area for reasons of redundancy as shown in Fig. 5.6. Now if operators A’s network fails the
M2M devices would quasi simultaneously access operators B’s network and this may lead to
congestion of B’s and the M2M MVNO central databases (MME, HSS,…). Even if the number of
M2M devices operated by the DSO may be small (compared to the # of BB subscribers) a larger
population of M2M devices from other ‘verticals’ may suffer from the same failure and trigger the
congestion. This is an area FFS.
These and other M2M related aspects have been recognized by 3GPP and work is underway to
optimize the 3GPP RAN (2G/3G/4G) and EPC also for machine-type-communications (MTC). A
number of items relevant for SG use cases have been identified in the 3GPP technical report [51]
such as:
• Overload and congestion control for MTC devices in RAN and CN
• MTC group concept
• MTC monitoring
• MTC time controlled
• MTC low mobility
• MTC small data transmission
• Signaling message reduction
• Alternatives for usage of MSISDN in machine type communication
Hence, future versions of 3GPP standards are expected to support even more robust and efficient
MTC for a wide range of use cases, including those with a high density of M2M devices.

5.4.3.8 Security
Security related aspects are considered in other SGEM work packages. In here, we only show the
LTE/EPC security architecture for the C-, U-, and M-plane as specified by 3GPP:
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C-plane security protects NAS signaling, RRC signaling over the LTE-Uu, and S1-AP/X2-AP
signaling between eNB and MME/other eNBs respectively. U-plane security protects the transfer of
user data over the LTE-Uu, S1-U and X2 reference points. Secure processing environment of the
eNB provides a Secure Processing Environment for U-plane and C-plane traffic. Security for eNB
setup and configuration provides protection from 'rogue' or invalid modifications.
Of course this does not exclude an additional e2e security layer between SCADA gateway and
RTUs deployed by the DSO (e.g. tunneled VPN connection, TLS,…) so that the DSO can keep his
traffic confidential and securely protected in relation to the CSP. Examples for such concept on top
of GPRS can be found in [26,29,48].

5.4.3.9 CAPEX/OPEX
Comparisons for CAPEX + OPEX between systems (or even for a single system) are difficult to
obtain and require definition of detailed scenario parameters. Here only some principle dynamics
for the cost of LTE broadband service are copied from [50]. Some more detail regarding the made
assumptions can be found in [50] and the results are summarized below in figures 5.7 and 5.8. The
following principal observations were made in [50] for the selected scenario:
1. The most important factor in the cost calculations is network OPEX because it is typically
higher than CAPEX over the depreciation time. The largest contributors to OPEX are
backhaul transport, site rental, network maintenance and electricity. In the example
calculation of [50] cumulative OPEX over the depreciation time was ~1.6 higher than
CAPEX.
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2. The CAPEX + OPEX per subscriber are relatively high when the subscriber density is low.
The cost reduces when there are more subscribers sharing the costs.
3. The cost of delivering a GB of data is highly dependent on the network utilization. If total
data use is high, either due to a high number of subscribers or to high use per subscriber,
the cost per GB can be below 1 EUR.
4. The relationship between cost and traffic per subscriber is not linear. If the traffic per
subscriber grows ten-fold, the cost will increase only two- to three-fold. This is because the
radio networks must always provide basic coverage even in low traffic areas. When the
traffic increases, the low traffic areas do not need capacity upgrades.
5. Many cost elements in the high traffic areas remain similar or grow only moderately with
traffic volumes. Such costs include site rental and backhauling costs. In other words, high
data penetration and high data usage leads to lower cost per GB. Therefore, CSPs with a
large market share will benefit from economies of scale.

Figure 5.7. Network CAPEX + OPEX per sub per month
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Figure 5.8. Network CAPEX + OPEX per gigabyte of data
FA and DA automation is clearly a low traffic volume, low subscriber density use case which most
essentially requires basic coverage in low traffic areas, together with high system availability (and
security).
In order to obtain low OPEX required for the economic justification of remote controlled FA, the
above 5 observations strongly point towards shared use of the radio communications system.
The FA and DA automation use case with its few measurement and control data points will simply
never provide the large data amounts required to fill up a stand alone wireless broadband system
while the system availability targets can be met by commercial PLMNs.
Dominated by the OPEX anyway, any additional CAPEX which might be due to migration from
2G(3G)4G, depending on the scenario, can be absorbed without changing the fundamentals.

5.4.3.10

Future proofness, evolution towards new ADA/SG applications

The following figure shows the evolution of existing 2G/3G networks to LTE. This includes also the
non-3GPP cdma track (including cdma450 systems). LTE FDD and TDD modes share large parts
of the specifications and implementations (80 … 90 %) hence, provide mutual synergies.
In addition, to these public cellular systems also the following dedicated/private/governmental
cellular radio systems will evolve in their next generation towards LTE:
• TETRA
• GSM-R
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Given the above communication requirements of this use case and the cost benefits of licensed
band shared operation with public services offered by a CSP, it’s quite obvious that evolution from
3GPP 2G(3G)4G will provide the most comprehensive and future proof ecosystem for the
machine-type-communications (MTC) required for this use case.

5.5

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Within the DA domain radio communication systems other than 3GPP defined radios, such as
Radius, TETRA, EFR (broadcasting solution based on Long Wave Radio), … are typically used
only in very specific use cases and not as converged SGC solutions. Moreover, there may be
considerable variation of the used radio communication systems across different countries and
even DSOs within a country.
For example, the use of EFR has been limited to DER Feed-in reduction by some German DSOs.
EFR is not applicable to use cases in which a feedback channel towards SCADA is required.
Radius has been limited to rural FA whilst TETRA has not been suggested for rural FA
applications. WiMax, with no support for licensed bands < 1 GHz, will make coverage provision for
rural FA difficult.
Rather than providing a comprehensive, but necessarily ‘sparse’ mapping of comparison criteria for
each use case against all of the radio technologies we focus specifically on 3GPP 2G (GPRS) / 3G
(WCDMA) / 4G (LTE) radio access for which this mapping can be carried out for the studied use
cases in a more meaningful way. This will allow assessing the strengths and weaknesses of 3GPP
radio access for the considered DA use cases.
Whilst it is not precluded that 3GPP radio access will be used as a private mobile system in
frequency bands dedicated to a utility (or, more general, to a licensee offering communications for
public safety operations) we focus here on bands used for commercial public use, as this will be by
far the dominant case.
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Table 5.1 shows the mapping of the DA use case requirements to 3GPP defined radio access
operated by a CSP.
Use case
Requirement

Rural Feeder
Automation

Automation of
urban secondary
substations

DER Feed-in
reduction due to
congestion of the
HV transmission
network

Voltage control in
Distribution
networks due to
DER

LOM protection in
Distribution
networks with AR

Delay, Latency

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

could be met by 4G
if connection is kept
in RRC_Connected
state, strict QoS
needed for low
scheduling delays.
Requires further
validation.

Bandwidth

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

low delay requires
sufficient bandwidth
to be available on
demand at all
times; strict QoS
attribute needed

Coverage

can be met by
2G/3G/4G using
available bands < 1
GHz

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G; for DER
located in rural
areas available
bands < 1 GHz are
advantageous

can be met by
2G/3G/4G; for DER
or secondary SS
located in rural
areas available
bands < 1 GHz are
advantageous

can be met by
2G/3G/4G; for DER
located in rural
areas available
bands < 1 GHz are
advantageous

Availability

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G

can be met by
2G/3G/4G on cell
level, but due to
impact on TSO’s
network stability
redundancy against
large-scale outages
by enabling access
to a 2nd MNO
should be
considered

can be met by
2G/3G/4G, but
redundancy by
enabling access to
a 2nd MNO may be
considered

can be met by
2G/3G/4G on cell
level, but due to
potential impact on
TSO’s network
stability redundancy
against large-scale
outages by
enabling access to
a 2nd MNO should
be considered

Protection from
power outage,
battery backup

Central 2G/3G/4G network elements are covered by
regulatory power back-up requirements.
Longer battery backup times (in the order of hours) are
currently met by 2G BS only. However, fallback from
(3G,4G)  2G access in case of power outage is
viable from service point of view (delay, data rates,…).
If this fall-back to 2G is not desired, then enabling 3G
(or 4G) access to a 2nd MNO’s network can be
considered.

Fallback to 2G/3G not viable, therefore vulnerable to
BS power outages without special arrangements, as
4G would typically have only ~15 min BS battery
backup. Enabling 4G access to a 2nd MNO’s network
can be considered.

In the future, changes to regulation for 3G, 4G are
expected to ensure sufficient BS battery backup for
areas in which baseline coverage is provided by 3G or
4G instead of 2G (e.g. for 900 MHz bands).
Redundancy against power outages can be obtained
from inherent multi-site hearability or by enabling
access to a 2nd MNO.
Scalability

can be met by
2G/3G/4G.
Signaling load due
to 3G/4G
‘heartbeat’ signaling
can be reduced
further if required
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can be met by
2G/3G/4G.
Signaling load due
to 3G/4G
‘heartbeat’ signaling
can be reduced
further if required

likely be met by
2G/3G/4G, the
potential impact
from simultaneous
signaling towards a
larger number of
DER in relation to

can be met by
2G/3G/4G.
Signaling load due
to 3G/4G
‘heartbeat’ signaling
can be reduced
further if required
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the ‘background’
signaling load due
to BB traffic should
be studied further
Support of IP
protocols

running IEC protocols (61850, 60870) on top of TCP/IP is fully supported. Support for IPv6.

Integration of
DSO
communications

3G/4G has good potential as converged IP access
network

Future
proofness

seamless migration from 2G(3G, 4G). Migration towards 4G (LTE) expected also for a number of non-3GPP
radio access (TETRA, WiMax). Optimization of M2M communications which are also relevant for SGC in DSO
use cases is under work in 3GPP

CAPEX, OPEX

lowest TCO due to shared use of sites (coverage) and bandwidth (capacity). In particular ubiquitous rural
coverage is possible in the available bands < 1 GHz. The traffic / signaling volume from the DA use cases is low
compared to BB users with resulting low incremental cost of provision.

TCO

4G required

CSPs have a large amount of frequency resources (multiple bands, up to ~50 MHz) and existing site location to
leverage.
DSO can lower cost by streamlining the number of used communications solutions.

Table 5.1. Mapping of the DA use case requirements to 3GPP 2G (GPRS) / 3G (WCDMA) / 4G
(LTE) radio access operated by a CSP
To summarize Table 5.1., it can be observed that 3GPP 2G (GPRS) / 3G (WCDMA) / 4G (LTE)
radio access operated by a CSP in licensed frequency bands can generally meet the relevant use
case requirements.
Some of the criteria such as enabling future-proof convergence towards IP based universally
available access and low TCO can be met very well indeed.
Less obvious is how communications system availability requirements can be met by 3GPP radio.
As for the studied DA use cases, availability requirements have to be met in order to ensure
economic benefit of FA or to fulfill obligations towards the TSO with implications to system stability.
Nevertheless, it was found that public 3GPP radio access operated by a CSP can address these
requirements due to the following mitigating factors:
- the regulator sets specific requirements for physical protection, resilience and power
backup for the various network elements according to their importance in the network
hierarchy (regardless of radio access technology)
- whilst in current regulation sufficiently long times for power backup may only be required for
GSM base station sites, GPRS service capabilities are sufficient for most DA use cases.
Hence the fall-back to a GPRS network of the same operator is generally viable should
3G(4G) base station power fail. If this fall-back to 2G is not desired, then enabling 3G (or
4G) access to a 2nd MNO’s network can be considered – this however, may not be needed
if the MNO consistently uses a single multi-standard radio (MSR) BS for providing 2G/3G
(same battery back-up may be used, depending on the case).
- the very favorable radio link budget available at sites related to DA provide additional site
diversity against isolated failure of BSs
- also use cases may possess an inherent tolerance against isolated (local) failures. E.g. the
mentioned use cases related to TSO obligations are not sensitive to communications failure
at a single (or isolated few) sites
- large-scale communication outages can have system stability implication for the TSO.
While CSPs are expected to provide redundancy and high availability (in the 99.999%
range) of central network elements, the DSO can use additional safeguards against large
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scale communications outages such as access of the RTUs to multiple operators (PLMNs),
see discussion in 5.4.3.5.
Another challenge for communication systems are low latency and very high availability
requirements related to protection which are typically implemented using BST over optical lines.
The studied special DSO use case of LOM protection in context of DER and AR cannot be met
with 2G or 3G, but might be feasible with 4G/LTE due to it’s possible low latency when strict QoS is
enabled; this is subject to further validation. It’s quite clear that in general 3GPP radio solutions are
not appropriate for (inter-substation) differential protection schemes requiring low delay (~5 ms)
and highly reliable, redundant (99.999% availability) communication channels.

5.6

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

Based on the requirement analysis of the considered use cases in section 5.5 it is evident that
utilizing public 3GPP 2G (GPRS) / 3G (WCDMA) / 4G (LTE) radio networks is a very attractive
option for the DSO to converge the various communications systems used today towards futureproof IP based universally available SGC at low TCO.
CSPs have a large amount of licensed (interference free) frequency resources in use, spanning
multiple frequency bands, in particular bands < 1 GHz which are essential in providing economical
coverage in rural areas. As the traffic and signaling volume from the DA use cases are expected to
be low when compared to wireless BB this results in low incremental cost of service provision for
the DSO. The essential advantage is the possibility of leveraging the already existing radio
coverage at the many new site locations envisioned for SGC. Furthermore, many more M2M
application from other ‘verticals’ are expected to materialize which will provide a favorable ‘ecosystem’ in terms of standardized M2M network features, devices and services.
This recommendation, however, holds only as long as the critical DSO availability requirements
can be properly addressed. Based on the analysis in sections 5.4.3.5 and 5.5 it appears that the
availability requirements can be reasonably fulfilled, possibly by enabling access to a 2nd PLMN at
some increase in system complexity. In this context we also note that the regulatory requirements
related to power backup of 3G/4G base station sites providing baseline radio coverage would need
to be updated as public systems evolve from 2G->3G->4G.

5.7

Suggested evolution

Today various communication systems are used in the area of DA. Regarding 3GPP radio access,
it is likely that these SGC radio access methods will be concurrently used. There will be GPRS
legacy FA application, together with more recent installations utilizing HSPA900 multi-mode/band
capable RTUs. It will be in the interest of MNOs to push new M2M applications to use 2G/3G multimode M2M decices in order to avoid requests for maintaining legacy GPRS M2M applications with
long life-cycles in the future, even though there are currently no regulatory requirements regarding
the time span to keep GSM networks up and running.
DA related use cases are somewhat less price sensitive than SGC use cases closer to the
consumer such as AM. This may allow for faster migration from 2G  (3G and/or 4G) in order to
simplify and rationalize network operation.
As discussed in section 5.4.3.1, a likely evolution in Finland towards ultimately LTE capable M2M
radio modems in bands <1 GHz for rural SGC may be as follows: GPRS900add HSPA900
add LTE800LTE800/900 with the caveat that in urban areas LTE2600 (+LTE1800) will be
available as an earlier option for LTE.
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Note, that the discussion on 3GPP radio access migration is also connected to BS power backup
considerations, see section 5.5 (ref. fall-back to GPRS with guaranteed longer power back-up
times).
Naturally, also fixed access (e.g. DSL) maybe be in use at some locations of RMUs or DER, either
by legacy or choice. Hence managed connectivity from SCADA/DMS would need to be able to deal
in addition to 3GPP radio access also with DSL or any other legacy IP access, complicating
network operation (identity management, service provisioning, QoS management, security …).
From the perspective of simplified and rationalized network operation, it makes sense to target
evolution towards CSP provided LTE for most DSO related SGC with exception of protection
schemes requiring communication channels with the most stringent QoS.

5.8

Items for further study

During the requirement analysis of the considered use cases in section 5.5 the following items for
further study were identified:
• traffic modeling (including signaling) related to DA SGC use cases and comparing it to BB
traffic in mobile networks
• quantitative results regarding the radio system outage probability when considering
additional resilience due to same-operator ‘site-diversity’ under the conditions of the
favorable M2M link budgets as discussed in section 5.4.3.6
• network architectures, interfaces and reduction of outage probabilities when using multioperator access in order to increase availability (section 5.4.3.5 and [48])
• detailed investigations on the delay (latency) requirements for the LOM protection use case
5.3.4.
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6

Smart Metering

In several aspects Smart Metering appears as the most challenging use case for Smart Grid
communication. Even though the functionality of Smart Meters seems quite limited, their scale of
deployment, requirements on privacy and against manipulation are challenging.
Furthermore Smart Meters are installed in difficult to reach locations, not only by service personnel, but
as well as in the sense of communication with limited network access options at minimum cost. It is
assumed that they will run with untouched operation for around 15 years.

6.1

Non functional requirements

Next to the obvious Smart Meter requirement to count and rate used electricity as before, there are
several other detailed requirements to be fulfilled.
The most prominent one is to support customers in Smart Energy utilization. This means that mainly
residential and enterprise consumers have to be enabled by the Smart Grid infrastructure to cognize
their energy consumption behavior in a real time experience. According to the Pew Center for Global
Climate Change [3] this promises the largest potential in energy saving today.
On the other hand, energy generation will adopt renewable sources to a high degree, requiring
conscious consumers’ households to utilize energy in an interactive way, depending on Time of Use
(ToU) schemes or even event triggered instances.
These requirements are best incentivized by a variable price of electricity, which needs to be
understood and easily utilized by the consumer.
Furthermore Smart Meters shall optionally fulfill additional operational tasks, like embedding the
capability to remotely turn off/on electricity feeding, monitor and control connected equipment or provide
meter reading information to remotely connected In-Home-Displays (IHD).
Apparently ancillary objectives around the above task must not be neglected in the implementation of
Smart Grid Communication. Poor consumer acceptance is the consequence, currently faced in the U.S.
for several reasons.
Consumer energy usage profile privacy is an important objective, which is most stringently described by
the German Federal Data Protection Act [4], but its underlying basics become more and more
understood all over the world, due to the potential of malicious utilization of personal data. For instance
such privacy concerns caused a hold in large scale Smart Meter deployment in the Netherlands in
2009, leaving it as non-compulsory for citizens to opt for installation [56].
Other objectives are around the business case for Smart Metering and smart energy utilization as a
whole. Smart Meters need to comply with current cost expectations for metering. Their initial price as
well as the regular communication, data processing/maintenance and intrinsic electricity cost (for the
complete smart energy utilization scheme) needs to be covered by the enabled energy-saving
applications.

6.2

Functional requirements

6.2.1 Overview
As outlined above, the Smart Metering use case faces a broad range of functional requirements in
several areas. Many of them do have an impact on the optimal concept for communication with the
metering device. Not all of these functional requirements can be discussed here, but those ones
identified to impact the communication concept directly, are focused and discussed.
As an overview some generic functional requirements to operate Smart Meters are listed below
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6.2.2 Range of applications
Another dimension for functional requirements is the desired range of applications to be supported in a
Smart Meter rollout (please see below).
In general, one may divide Smart Meters into 2 groups: Simple and Advanced.
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Depending on the expectations over lifetime, it is useful to invest into a more versatile metering device
platform as required from begin of installation.
Considering the operational stability, without physical attendance of service personnel asks for some
reserves in device processor power and memory. (Please consider operating PCs or computer
equipment as well as software designed 10 years ago). Smart Meter platforms fulfilling advanced
requirements with 32 bit processors are already on the market [8].
In a recent interview, Vint Cerf, as a VP of Google, admitted that the Smart Grid will probably not be
sustainable without relying on Public Key Cryptography based communication [5] for authentication.
Obviously necessary encryption bears a twofold implication on the communication requirements.
• Encryption may extend the initial message size of Smart Meters in terms of bytes to multiples of
the cryptographic block length (e.g. 128 or optionally 192 or 256 bits in case of AES).
From NIST references [6] message length is indicated from around 25 to a few hundred bytes
and cryptographic key size of 128bit in case of AES utilization was considered as sufficient [65].
In certain cases, like in multi-dwelling buildings, several (few dozen) rather simple meters (as
described above) may also be connected to a local master-node, as for instance described in
the M-Bus concept [7], which builds on the “Trust-by-Wire” principle in a building thus avoiding
encryption and even IP-Layer transport in such sub-systems. After all, the local master node, in
combination with the communication interface, need to fulfill the above privacy requirements,
when connected to a Wide Area Network (WAN).
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•

Software upgrading, as probably required several times during the lifecycle, accounts for some
400 to 2000 Kilobytes per meter [6] or master node in the above sense.
Unfortunately, relying on an underlying IP protocol stack makes the utilization of Multicast or
Broadcast mechanisms as known from IPTV networks (e.g. Protocol Independent Multicast,
PIM) difficult, especially on the last mile of the communication connection.
The last mile of the network usually exhibits the lowest bandwidth in the network and may not
be able to support multicast protocols like PIM in its routing instances.
Since intrinsic multicast properties of certain shared media communication solutions (e.g. as
defined by 3GPP, ZigBee and eventually in PLC/BPL) differ in implementation and operation,
they should be regarded as a critical success factor during initial communication network
planning and implementation.
Our first calculations show that e.g. smart meter upgrade tasks may be supported already safely
in a 3G/UMTS point-to-point / one-by-one application without blocking too much network
capacity carried out in a reasonable timeframe.
Due to transmission errors or network outages, a successful process of SW/FW upgrading
needs to be checked and repeated anyway for several times, even if multicast mechanisms are
available.

6.2.3 Conclusion to functional requirements
Based on the discussion above, the communication concept dimensioning for Smart Meters shall be
based on the utilization of Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and implies only a 1-to-1 WAN connection
scheme between server and device.
In addition, as Nokia Siemens Networks, neither being involved in the design of home area networks,
nor in the required diversity of Home Area Network (HAN) solutions, we will mainly concentrate on
communication solutions which are directly connected to the WAN. These may be wire-bound or
wireless solutions, operated publicly (by Communication Service Providers - CSP) or privately (by
Dedicated Network Providers). The reasoning for this is the variety of in-home communication
solutions, may they be wire-bound, as for instance the new G.hn (ITU Recommendation G.9960)
standard which specifies 3 ways of communication via power-line, coaxial or twisted pair cable or wireless ones, like ZigBee, Z-Wave or WiFi. All of these communication technologies will transport IP and
need to fulfill the throughput and latency requirements for the above discussed Smart Meter functions
up to an in-house aggregation point, which connects to the WAN.
The selection of an appropriate in-house communications technology depends on the structure of the
building. For instance, Smart Meters installed in the basement cannot rely on 3GPP defined methods of
communication, requiring an aggregator or proxy node having sufficient radio field-strength.
On the other hand, when installed above ground with sufficient radio field-strength, the meter may be
directly connected into the 3GPP network without aggregator node, even in multi-dwelling buildings.
In case of a wire-bound WAN-communication for Smart Metering, it needs to be considered, when a
private WAN communication connection (e.g. via Home-DSL/Cable-Router), will be switched off for a
rather long period (over night or during absence).
A wire-bound Broadband-Power-Line (BPL) or outdoor wireless ZigBee WAN-connection into a socalled Neighborhood-Area-Network (NAN), which can be described as a local Dedicated Network,
overcomes the above mentioned non-availability of communication, but may be prone to disturbance
from interference of other communication devices operating in the same unlicensed frequency bands.
In essence, the operational availability for an installed WAN communication service may be regarded
as sufficient in general, but the practical availability may be disturbed for the above mentioned reasons.
Operational availability and the other communication requirements from above are reflected in the table
in chapter 6.4 below, using communication technology related terms.
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6.3

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

Considering the above discussion, we see 3 major suitable communication network solutions to
connect Smart Meters (single or in a secure cluster formation) over “wide areas”.

6.3.1 3GPP defined licensed band radio solutions
3GPP defined licensed band radio solutions, like 2G/GSM/GPRS/Edge, 3G/UMTS or 4G/LTE or in
some cases also WIMAX solutions (WiMax tends to migrate into a standardized 4G solution over
time).
These may be operated as public networks by CSPs (mainly 3GPP oriented) or as dedicated
networks (some WIMAX oriented, also in unlicensed bands), e.g. by utility or service companies.
Please see below:

6.3.2 Broadband Power-Line solutions
Broadband Power-Line solutions in the neighborhood area in combination with aggregator nodes
(due to reach limitation) are typically installed on utility premises (like MV to LV transformer
locations). These aggregator sites are usually connected either via the above described wireless
WAN solutions or again by independent “WAN”-type BPL solutions operating on the MV network
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(both BPL solutions will not interfere, since the MV-to-LV transformer will separate both signals). In
the “WAN”-type BPL network, a repeater spacing of <1Km needs to be realized. A dedicated fiber
connection at transformer sites seems rather the un-probable case in the medium term future, when
the Smart Grid will be enabled. Please see below:

6.3.3 DSL/Cable-based home solutions
DSL/Cable-based home solutions, which are widely available, may be preferably used for multidwelling buildings, since only one more twisted pair will be used to connect several meters in a
building.
In principle, private DSL or Cable may also be used, but as discussed above, there is no permanent
communication availability guaranteed, limiting a broad range of applications initially only to
conscious consumers.
One need to observe that intentional electricity power cutting via the Smart Meter may be avoided
by breaking the communication link and also re-establishing power is not possible without mains
power at the DSL/Cable-Home-Router!
Please see below:
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6.4

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Different WAN solutions to connect Smart Meters to suitable communication network solutions, based
on their relevant network parameters are being analyzed in detail in the table below, to derive the
relevance of available communication solutions to Smart Grid Communications.
An interpretation of the table, recommending reasonable communication solutions for Smart Meters can
be found in the next paragraph.
As outlined above, secondary in-house communication solutions are not discussed in here.
4G/LTE licensed band WAN offering was split into “Digital Dividend” (<1GHz) and ”Regular” (>2GHz)
band operation, because (intended) propagation characteristics are different, as outlined in chapter
5.4.3.4 (Coverage/Cell Cadius).
Furthermore, the rating for 4G/LTE in the following table was projected to 2015 onwards, to gain a
future-proof valuation.
For WiMax it was assumed that operation will take place above 2GHz, particularly in unlicensed, but
undisturbed bands.
Dedicated Network operation is named as Private Wired/Wireless.
To map all relevant N/W parameters into a single two-dimensional table, it was necessary to differ
between Smart meter communication solutions which are directly connected to the device and solutions
which include a concentrator or aggregator node, collecting data from several meters, before
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connecting into the WAN. This was reflected in a double rating field, where a significant difference in
rating is visible. Otherwise, a single rating describes a similar suitability for both solutions (to maintain
better visibility).
As discussed above, Smart Meter classes were differentiated into simple and advanced types as well,
to maintain a better overview. As one can see, differences are limited to the feasibility of the 2G/3G and
BPL communication solution.
The rating was done in a relative way, according to the relevance of certain parameter requirements for
the noted Smart Meter types. The distinct display of numeric values for Smart Meter communication
parameters was therefore avoided, but can be reviewed in reference [6] which is appended and from
discussion in reference [2].
The distinction between ratings (+/0/-/N/?) shall be understood in way that:
(+) Indicates a fault-free operation within practical boundaries of installed metering network.
(0) Means that certain constraints in the boundaries of the deployment need to be observed.
(-) Shall indicate that problems in the operation of the metering deployment may not be avoided.
(N) Indicates situations in which functionality may not be reasonably maintained on a broad basis.
(?) Shows the relevance of secondary communication solutions, which may impact the functionality of
the complete E2E solution

6.5

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

As can be concluded from the above table, from a concrete technological perspective, there are several
reasonable communication solutions possible.
Actually they tend to be country specific, i.e. depending on existing local loop infrastructure (E. g.
certain limitations in Eastern European States of the EU vs. perfectly built structures in middle Europe),
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or speed of 3G/4G network deployment in other states, as well as structures of population density and
regulatory conditions. Please refer also to chapter 5.4.3.1 for details
Therefore probably all discussed solutions will have their generic place in deployment.
Observing cost constraints on a broad basis (expected monthly cost for pure metering purpose is less
than 1€/month, Smart Metering may add some value), the influence of scaling effects in device and
service pricing will certainly play a selective role.
Considering the cost of silicon for communication purposes (e.g. ICs & ASICs for 3G/4G or DSL) as a
major one, those ones used in residential applications promise an advantage over low volume “special
solutions” (e.g. ICs & ASICs for WiMax or BPL) over time.
Ongoing deregulation in the energy sector will continue to further split former “utility-giant” organizations
into legally independently operating units, which also need to perform independent business in all
geographical areas. This leads to a pressure to avoid high CAPEX investments into Dedicated or
Private Networks, giving Public CSPs a chance to grow such e-Energy business on the basis of OPEX
oriented offering, while observing specific network availability requirements.
In parallel to the above, the ratio of labor cost to install devices and device cost (Smart Meters) will
continue to increase. Therefore stand-alone Smart Meter solutions (e.g. in single homes) will prosper,
which are less time consuming to install. Such solutions may be 3GPP and BPL based ones where no
additional in-house communication needs to be installed or configured.
Projecting bandwidth and real-time communication requirements for the next years, which are based on
Demand Response and ToU service offerings (including upgrading metering device firmware and
software), certain bandwidth limited communication solutions, like 2G networks (which may even be
phased out during the Smart Meter life-cycle) or the usage of BPL in densely populated areas need to
be questioned.
A special issue is the utilization of existing residential infrastructure, like DSL or Cable. Since they do
not offer non-interrupted and independent operation, neither from the premises’ primary power
connection, nor free access/control for utility companies, their advantage is limited to incentive triggered
residential offerings. These go beyond the Smart Meter application, but their importance may arise in
future (Please see next chapter).
Based on the above one may draw the following conclusions:
Public wireless networks based on 3G/UMTS or later 4G/LTE technology display themselves as
preferred default-choice solutions for a broad deployment of Smart Meter communication.
This will be accompanied by wired BPL or DSL/Cable solutions in cases where there is no wireless
network access, or in case of the opportunity to install concentrators in multi-dwelling buildings (Single
meter or multiple meters located in basements).

6.6

Suggested evolution

Two main drivers for the evolution of the Smart Meter communication case may be expected.
• One is about communication network technology and its scaling effect on cost. We expect to
see a broad introduction of 4G/LTE as a standard and widely available multi-purpose
communication technology in both frequency bands, whereas DSL/Cable and BPL
communication will rather stagnate in bandwidth offering and pricing.
• The other driver is the opportunity for new business players. Today, deregulation has barely
started to distract residential consumers from changing their local electricity vendor. This
potential may be exploited by new companies, not only offering the legally required Smart
Metering according to measurement and weight laws (as solely done by today’s utilities), but in
addition or independently by offering services for refunding money by smart electricity
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utilization. This opens a whole new field of Demand Response applications, which may be
legally ruled in a different way than today’s pure electricity metering. In the light of such
applications, any residential communication network capability may be used.
The paradigm to switch off residential communication infrastructure to save money would be
altered in way to an “always on” scenario for the same purpose. This would pave the way for the
broad utilization of existing DSL/Cable infrastructure plus the incentive for the end-user to
connect as many smart devices to the home network at his own or shared cost together with the
refunding partner (similar to Kofler Energies offering in Germany [9]).
On the other hand such “Refunding Companies” will also see the advantage of avoiding home network
configuration problems, therefore pushing integral solutions with 3G/4G communication I/Fs into the
market.
One needs to observe that they may pick their customers in selected areas in a similar way from
today’s established electricity vendors/utilities, as alternative Fixed-Network DSL-Operators did 5-10
years ago (so-called “cherry-picking” in Germany), thus setting the technology trend in Smart Meter
communication.
These expectations may underpin the findings from the above chapter in a way that the importance of
unlimited public wireless broadband communication, especially in 4G/LTE networks will rise at the
expense of Fixed-Network/wired solutions, which eventually have to be considered only as a catalyst
for Smart Meter communication.
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7

Demand Response for large scale application

Demand Response for large scale application (industrial and enterprise management – Large Industrial
and C&I type) shall be understood in contrast to Demand Response in Consumer or Prosumer areas,
including Small & Medium Enterprises (SME), which will be covered later in this document.
For further understanding, Berkeley National Laboratory had issued a scoping study, which details the
business background of the Demand Response scenario [11]
NIST [10] has described the Smart grid ecosystem in which Demand Response is settled in the
framework drawing below.
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The upper part includes Demand Response operations (orange) for both areas (large scale and
consumer) within Distribution System Operators (DSO) responsibility, the lower part (orange) shows the
area of Distribution Networks addressed in here. The customer network part (purple) is more related to
consumer applications.
As a coarse guideline for the following discussions, large scale Demand Response applications shall be
understood as rather connected directly to the Medium Voltage Distribution System, originating from
Substations.
Based on a recent U.S. based demand response and energy management solutions provider
publication from ENERNOC [12], the desired customer application range for Demand Response
becomes obvious spanning Large Industrial and C&I customers.
Please see excerpt below:
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Source: ENERNOC, please see explanations above

7.1

Non functional requirements

Non-functional requirements for Demand Response communications originate mainly from insuring the
operational stability of the Distribution System, throughout the ongoing introduction of Renewable
Energy Sources.
This evolution requests a higher degree of flexibility in Demand Response as in the past, due to the undeterministic and variable nature of power generation from renewable sources (e.g. Wind-Turbines,
Photo-Voltaic and Wave-Power-Plants).
Basically scheduled demand response operations as they exist today (e.g. for industrial and factory
plants) need to be extended towards instant controlled negotiation and response.
Compared to the situation in the past, where a simple communication channel from the DSO was
sufficient to control consumption on a previously agreed basis with the customer, nowadays ancillary
automated processes become necessary to increase flexibility in demand response.
Simple communication channels using SCADA-type interfaces (Supervisory Control And Data
Acquisition), e.g. transported via low bit-rate transmission modems, need to be supplemented by
Demand Response Management interfaces (e.g. metering and administration of curtailment plan,
please see table above) to close the circle of demand response automation. Usually these interfaces
rely on browser-type protocols (HTTP, HTML, XML, etc.).
Simple communication in this circumstance does not mean that the reliability of this control
communication link should be underestimated, since the efficiency of production processes in general
will depend on fulfilled Service Level Agreements (SLA) of demand response operations, but certain
limitations apply (see next chapter).
Please also note that the control-type interface may be provided by the local DSO, whereas the
management interface for Demand Response may be provided by a dedicated company, other than the
DSO (in the example above by ENERNOC).

7.2

Functional requirements

Following the above, judging from a business fulfillment background, estimated Demand Response
functional availability of 99.99% (app. 1h outage per year) would require initially comparable availability
on demand response concerning communication links.
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This would require similar high availability of the control channel (please see the table below), actually
turning on and off power sources or consumption devices, which are relevant to business or production
fulfillment. Usually these control & measurement links require relatively low bandwidth (<100Kbps) and
relaxed latency (<100ms in dialed-up mode, <1min for dialing-up). Security may be maintained by
“trust-by-wire” for dial-up connections or router-based secure VPNs, when operating via IP networks.
On the other hand, demand response management may have somewhat relaxed availability
requirements, since evaluation and modification of demand response programs may not be that critical,
compared to the execution, accomplished through control mechanisms. Therefore 99.9% availability
(app. 10h outage per year) seems a reasonable requirement.
Please see below:

Reliability figures with a 4h Mean-Time-to-Repair (MTTR) rely on the assumption that a hardware or
software related failure, which cannot be fixed remotely, happens only once within several years of
continued operation and typical repair service actions may be fulfilled in such timeframe.
Considering much longer times to repair communication cable-breaks, no matter if located in the local
loop or metro area, precautions for manual override of local demand response control need to be taken
into account to achieve the desired figures from above.
From this discussion it becomes obvious, that it is not reasonable to demand such service availability
figures directly from one communication network itself, neither for control nor management channels.
Therefore the communications availability will need to orient itself to the announced CSPs’ commercial
availability figures, ranging around 99%, i.e. 4 days of possible network failure per year. Back-up
communication systems or manual control will need to solve this challenge.
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A combination of the below discussed commonly used communication solutions may be also applied to
increase communication network availability.
Resilience to disturbance is specifically important to SCADA-type communication protocols for control
channels, which operate directly on top of transmission layers 1 and 2. Therefore Bit Error Rate (BER)
becomes important to maintain resilience. Typical BER requirements in transmission links would be
<10E-6 bit errors per second (BER).
In parallel, management channel links typically exhibit similar or higher standards (BER < 10E-8), even
though higher communication layers (4 to 7, e.g. TCP on layer 4) would maintain operational
functionality even at worse transmission conditions.
Coverage is of practical importance, since general regional presence of a CSP may be given, but white
spots on local level may still exist.
Furthermore coverage on spot level needs is essential, i.e. resilience to fading effects, like observed in
cellular radio (2G CSD/GPRS) e.g. vehicles passing by, causing multipath disturbance.
In general, such disturbance becomes less prominent when utilizing 3G or 4G mobile broadband
connections, which are less prone to multipath fading in critical antenna placement situations.
As outlined in chapter 5.4., external antenna placement will increase field strength significantly, even
without directional antennas, making it possible to connect to more than one base-station in case of
temporary disturbance.
Data Protection needs to be maintained by standard mechanisms like HTTPS or IP-SEC on IP-links or
modem authentication using dial-up links on trusted lines, which is not too difficult to achieve and may
be even enhanced by intrusion detection and integrity surveillance.
Finally the cost for setting up a Demand Response solution needs to be observed.
From a DR-SP’s perspective, investments to enable will vary indirectly by differing mutual agreements
with local DSOs. Their cost depends mainly on the regional structure and the way how the SCADA
communication is implemented. Differences are discussed later in chapter 7.5.

7.3

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

Since demand response customers will probably always have an Enterprise Communication Network in
operation, the above discussed DR-Management channel may be obtained through the company-LAN,
e.g. by tunneling Internet-Access from the Demand Response Service Provider (DR-SP) to the
appropriate Servers or Workstations, utilizing well-known protocols.
As SCADA via IP (for control purposes) has somewhat different requirements,
primarily from an administrative point of view (Enterprise vs. DSO communication policy), secondarily
also from LAN and Internet-Access network design,
it makes sense to assume separate communication channels for both tasks.
The local DSO would operate the SCADA link independently from the Enterprise LAN installation either
wire-bound or wireless.
Therefore our descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions will focus on the latter only.
Nevertheless the physical connection to the demand response site could well be provided by the same
CSP, but on different logical levels, e.g. a different L2 or L3 connection (VLAN or VPN), originating from
the same CSP-owned termination switch or router (see MAN scenario below).

7.3.1 3GPP defined licensed band radio solutions for SCADA Control
In general a DSO will try to simplify his SCADA network as much as useful.
Given the fact that DR-applications will predominantly appear in developed areas like cities, business
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parks or industrial zones, but Distributed Energy Resources will need to be connected rather in rural
areas, wireless communication is the common denominator to serve both purposes.
Effective wireless network design will build on point to multipoint architectures which can be offered by
publicly or privately operated network operators, based on 3GPP licensed band radio solutions or
eventually also via alternative WiMax WAN-radio-network installations.
After all, the differences in network design for both solutions are not so relevant for the control channel
functionality, so we concentrate on 3GPP solutions network based discussion below.

Considering the legal relationship between the involved partners, the DR-SP will have to have a
separate SLA with the local DSO, to offer DR-services to the C&I customer. Therefore the DSO will
operate equipment under demand response regime himself, also to maintain DS-N/W stability.
This is reflected in the above solution drawing, where the DR-SP serves the C&I customer directly via
Internet and Enterprise-LAN for DR management purposes, whereas the DSO controls consumption
curtailment via his SCADA-N/W operated by a public or private wireless-CSP. DR-sites are connected
via wireless modems and SCADA controllers, i.e. so called Remote Terminal Units (RTU). As
discussed before, the necessary network parameters can be fulfilled by all network types in principle
(2G, 3G, 4G or WiMax), differences are mainly determined by local network availability. Even Circuit
Switched Data (CSD) connections on 2G networks are possible, due to the connectionless
requirements of the SCADA control.
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7.3.2 Broadband Power-Line solutions
Demand Response solutions using Broadband Power-Line solutions are in principle set up similar to
the above described. The Demand Response management channel is as well delivered separately from
the control channel via the Enterprise network.
Please see below:

The architecture in the control channel differs quite significantly though, even if the displayed solution
uses a wireless WAN connection from a central site as well as the solution above. Such a site must not
be a Sub-Station, it can be set up remotely, also in the vicinity of the demand response customer (e.g. a
MV Recloser or branching site).
Please note that this MV-BPL equipment differs from the low voltage one, described in the Smart
metering use case. Both are transmission-wise isolated from each other by MV to LV transformers.
Typical reach for such BPL equipment is around 500-1000m on a MV-line. Repeaters need to be
placed along the line at this distance. Practical bitrates, which can be achieved in such a scenario, are
ranging at some few ten Mbps. This serves certainly all possible customers to be connected to such a
network in a given area. In fact, the network capacity will hardly be used up, so additional services may
be run in parallel (surveillance, access control, etc.). This will reduce the DR-application specific upfront
investment cost burden, to set up the BPL aggregating station and repeaters.
The driver behind utilizing Broadband Power-Line solutions is therefore at least fourfold.
• Firstly Broadband Power-Line acts as Point-to-Multipoint distribution system, so several
customers in an industrial zone may be addressed by one aggregating node.
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•

Secondly there is no need for separated data access at the customer site, assuming the
equipment to be controlled is located in the vicinity of the MV-termination. This does not apply
as good as the above wireless solution for DER applications in rural sites, because of the high
BPL repeater count, but from an integration point of view it has still some advantages over split
communication solutions.

•

Thirdly system maintenance can be controlled in an aggregated way as well and expansions to
more customers may rather be achieved under own regime, without involving other CSPs as 3rd
parties.

•

Fourthly the BPL system can be considered as a trust-by-wire solution due to the nature of the
transmission media (MV!)
At the BPL aggregation site, in the generic case, a wireless WAN-link is foreseen to limit the necessity
for a general full-scale BPL rollout in the MV-Grid. In specific cases, the Demand Response control
channel aggregator may be also connected to existing LANs, e.g. in Sub-Stations. To avoid data traffic
congestion from several demand response sites, a 3G or later 4G wireless connection should be
foreseen initially. To mention it again, WiMax networks may also be utilized instead.

7.3.3 Directly connected communication solution via Metro-CSP
Since the DR customer will probably operate his own Enterprise LAN with connection to a local CSP,
presumably via Metro-Area-Networks (MAN) and Ethernet over fiber (Direct Ethernet as shown below
but also SDH), it seems rather obvious to utilise the same link for SCADA-DR-control and DRmanagement. Due to the different requirements for both services, different termination points seem
necessary at the customer site. Both termination points may be physically located in one terminationswitch, but in logically separated way. This may be achieved by Virtual-LANs (L2 – Ethernet-Switch, as
shown below) or VPNs (L3 IP/MPLS-Router as an alternative). The termination device will be operated
by the local CSP to maintain and monitor the SLA.
As introduced for the financial community, certain MAN CSPs are offering even high reliability solutions,
based on fiber-optic ring networks which incorporate automatic protection switching and route diversity.
Utilizing such a carrier, service and maintenance schedules may be even relaxed from the above
mentioned 4h of MTTR to deactivate DR functionality manually after a major communication link fault.
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Disadvantage of such a solution is certainly the requirement for the local DSO to negotiate with the
CSP, chosen by the Enterprise, to host the DSO’s control communication link as well and to connect to
the CSP’s main site.
Due to common roots of such MAN CSP and DSO enterprises in the same former utility company in
certain city areas (e.g. Munich, but many others as well) such solutions are realistic as well.

7.3.4 Other legacy communication methods
In addition to the above more future oriented communication methods, remote SCADA communication
is today mainly realized by dial-up modem connections via public (or also private) branch exchanges on
voice (or in Europe also on ISDN) lines.
With the introduction of Voice over IP, some voice networks did as well introduce voice compression,
which makes modem communication sometimes problematic, due to the required modem detection,
which should switch voice compression off. Furthermore long VoIP voice packet generation delay may
cause as well unforeseeable communication problems.
CSPs’ DSL offering (consumer or professional services) may be another viable solution to reach DRcustomer’s locations. In principle, in the lower part of the drawing in chapter 6.3.3, the shown DSL
solution based on the Dedicated DSL-Router may be utilized as well, then connecting to a SCADA
RTU. ADSL or SHDSL service offerings for dedicated customers may be used, due to the limited
bandwidth requirements.
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7.4

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Based on the above exemplary mapping of communication solutions to Demand Response needs, the
below table shall yield a quantitative view on their feasibility and efficiency.
Discussing technical network parameters for the DR control channel solely (the DR management
channel realized via the enterprise’s internet connection), not much differentiation can be derived from
Bandwidth, Latency and Resilience to Disturbance, except some limitations using 2G/GSM or (Voice)Modem communication in an aggregating application.
Concerning coverage within a small and dedicated area, like shadowing behind elevations (i.e. hills →
“local”) or fading (i.e. metal walls → “spot”) for wireless (or concerning reach for wire-bound), those
wireless technologies are in favor, which utilize spread-spectrum mechanisms to cope with “spot” fieldstrength dips (3G/4G/WiMax, please see also remarks in chapters 7.2 and 5.4).
Accessibility means the place of installation of the communication device, and thus the extension of the
Ethernet data link to the local (SCADA-) controller. Assuming that the local controller is usually located
in the basement inside the building, LAN-cable may be used to displace the communication device to
where needed (e.g. outside, in the wireless case). In the case of BPL, a link needs to be established
from a distant MV/LV transformer station (assuming it outside of the building) to the building where the
DR controller is located. This might require a more complex way to connect.
As discussed above, all of the practically known applied transmission technologies are prone to cable
cuts, which take their time to repair (including wired feeders). Actually only protected transmission links,
like in the dual-homed MAN case or communication devices with different uplinks (e.g. wired and
wireless) could meet the initially required reliability of the DR-service, limiting production outages just to
power failures, but not to communications failures.
On the other hand, manual override of DR may solve transmission disturbance problems on a different
level of operation and relativize availability requirements for the communication channel.
Future-proofness analyses mainly the availability of services and communication device components
over the expected life-time of the solution. Expectations are in the range of 5-10years of unchanged DR
operation, until changes in the infrastructure may cause upgrading of the communication structure as
well.
Solution unification for the similarly applied Demand Response and Distributed Energy Resources
communication give an advantage to networks, which are also present in rural areas. This is rather the
case for wireless services, where reach can also be enhanced by beam antennas.
The disadvantage of beam antennas connecting to just one base-station may be turned into
advantageous alternate path routing in 3GPP networks, by a second wireless modem with a separate
beam antenna, prioritized on TCP-IP level in a local router or the local DR-controller.
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The regional network presence also influences the total cost of ownership for a communications
solution significantly (e.g. providing twisted pair or fiber in white spots).
Anyway, costs for communications provisioning (network and terminal devices) need to be distributed to
each connected device, especially in case of wireless networks. In case of utilization of concentrators or
aggregating devices, this explicit wireless cost penalty for 3G or 4G networks (in comparison to BPL
terminals) becomes irrelevant.

7.5

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

As discussed before, there are several communication solutions possible to build DR-control from a
technology perspective. As found in the Smart metering case above, a ubiquitous communication
means may be identified in 2G and 3G (as well 4G later on) public wireless technologies. Comparing
the DR cost reduction potential with the cost of communication, the installation and operation of
wireless communication technology seems rather negligible.
Considering the practical availability of other communication methods and certain limitations (as
discussed before) in their practical application, public wireless communication based on 3GPP
recommendations is certainly the default choice for DR-control communication.
Relating costs of communication with communication flexibility and stability, 3G and 4G technologies
may be the preferred choices to stay future proof in a mainstream DR (and DER -please see next
chapter-) solution approach.
Other communication technologies may be used in parallel and where applicable, or when upfront
infrastructure investments have been made before (BPL, DSL, MAN cases).

7.6

Suggested evolution

Whether public or private wireless 3GPP defined networks are to be utilized, may not be the ultimate
question in the future, since recent discussions about network virtualization or segregation, also for
wireless networks, may yield purpose optimized network slices, e.g. serving the M2M business
specifically.
Virtualization may take place at different levels or layers of the network.
• Starting at the logical network level, several “Access-Points” may be defined in one certain
wireless network, allowing access only to authorized devices, while setting and maintaining
certain QoS attributes.
• A formal layer of virtualization may be the sharing of commonly operated network equipment in
the field, between legally independent network operators.
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This may involve radio access network components (RAN sharing - [13] Infrastructure Sharing
for Mobile Network Operators), i.e. complete base stations or only site infrastructure like
powering, masts or antennas.
The sharing of network core components like gateways or controllers has been discussed on a
technical level as well.
While the M2M and eEnergy communication markets and requirements will evolve, these network
virtualization options will certainly gain influence on the CSPs’ business of the future.
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8

Distributed Energy Resources in large scale application

Distributed Energy Resources (DER) and Demand Response processes (see chapter 7) need to work
hand in hand to complement each other for the sake of a stable Smart Grid. Therefore it makes sense
to assume similar localization in the Smart Grid, namely in the MV-Grid of the Distribution System,
which was as well discussed in the Distribution Automation sub-chapter 5.3.3, covering “Voltage
control in Distribution networks due to DER”.
Please visualize also the NIST drawing in chapter 7, it covers DER sources as well.
Due to legal and technical differences in the operation of DER in the consumer/prosumer area and in
large scale application (as discussed in here), consumer/prosumer solutions are handled separately.
From a communication perspective, DR and DER almost share the same basic requirements, since
their functional control requirements are based mainly on the same underlying SCADA protocols.
Examples for DER are:
•
•

Highly variable regenerative sources like wind, photo-voltaic and wave enabled stations/parks
Flexible ramp-up/down sources like Micro-Turbines (bio or natural gas driven), water storage
power stations and local chemical (e.g. battery, fuel-cell based) or mechanical (e.g. flywheel)
energy based power storage solutions.
• Continuous, but nevertheless also controllable distributed sources like river or geothermal
power stations
The common denominator for these sources is their geographical distributed character, typically in rural
areas, and their individual limitation in power generation.
In parallel, and in contrast to DR management, DER management centers (here in the sense of
operational enabling and maintenance) are probably much less often associated to their (rural) location.
DER supply, in combination with DR needs to be commonly controlled to satisfy actual power demand
and avoid power blackout or over-voltages. Controlled interactions as described in DR scenarios above,
need to be more flexible and reliable in the DER case, compared to the DR case. This does not
necessarily require different properties of the control channel though.

8.1

Non functional requirements

Non-functional DER requirements tend to be very similar in principle to the DR case described in
chapter 7.1.
TSOs and DSOs will need to have a sensitive on-demand control over power generation to maintain a
generation to demand balance. In a way, DER power control processes need to be under tighter control
than DR power control processes, i.e. the DER control loop needs to react faster and more precise than
DR control to influence Distribution System power parameters like voltage, frequency/phase and
therefore stability. Practically this means reaction times of a few minutes to order e.g. an altered DER
power output and/or reactance setting, instead of turning it completely on or off. Concerning the
communication links (for control and management purposes), the amount of control information
exchanged, will therefore increase to allow a quantitative control of power and VAR generation as well
as data reporting on a continuous basis.

8.2

Functional requirements

Basically boundary requirements collected in chapter 7.2 for Demand Response communication will
apply for DER as well. From the non-functional requirement area, 2 differences shape the
communication requirements in a more demanding way.
• Due to tighter control requirements, the data to be transmitted will increase from a rather hourly
event driven communication basis to a quasi continuous flow of information. As discussed
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before, net data rates in the range of some Kbps can be expected in the control channel. When
transmitting over the air or via the internet, message encryption overhead needs to be
considered, maybe doubling the bit-rate due to the short and efficient SCADA message
character. Typical transmission path round trip delay or latency will not harm the undisturbed
information flow.
Note: There are also other alternative protocols than SCADA/IEC61850 to control DER sources.
Especially smaller DER stations, also connected to the LV-grid may be controlled via IEC608705 protocol suites via various communication interfaces, like direct 2G/GPRS (e.g. based on
IEC60870-5-101) or via TCP-IP (IEC60870-5-104) capable data links. It is worth to note that
IEC60870-5-104-based communication and SCADA-type communication may coexist in a
single IP-network.
• Due to the rural geographical localization, especially of smaller DER stations, mostly located in
the vicinity of existing MV-lines, the access to such stations by available wire-bound
communication networks is not very probable (e.g. subscriber lines for DSL). Nevertheless
newly build onshore or offshore wind-turbine farms are already often equipped with dedicated
fiber communication access, on top of an extension of the MV-Grid. The reason for this
extension of existing dedicated communication networks may be found in the DSO’s increased
control requirements for power generation.
As 3G wireless coverage can be easily extended by high-gain beam antennas (as well as 4G
later on), mounted at significant height in the case of wind-turbines, there is always a good
chance to connect such stations without the financial burden of landline communication
investment.
Please see also general information in chapter 5.4.3 and coverage remarks in chapters 7.2 and
7.4.
Considering the ownership and responsible operation of such DER sources, they will probably not
be owned by the connecting DSO, who is in operational duty for the Smart Grid, so control links
need to terminate in the DSO’s communication network. Management control for DERs though lies
in the hand of the owner or his representatives. Considering the mostly rural character, the
management control center will be located far off of the actual DER location. Since many more
parameters need to be supervised to maintain the proper operation of DERs, there is a second
communication channel needed to operate such stations. Management will often be supported by a
custom-designed web-server access type, which will originate from the station’s controller/server
directly, but not via standardized SCADA messaging. Higher data throughput requirements
compared to the above DR management may apply here, but usually no common Enterprise LAN
will be installed in such locations. Therefore, a second communication path, similar to the physical
control channel needs to be made available. As this does not directly relate to the operation of the
Smart Grid, such legacy Internet/Web-access shall not be quantified further in here.
Functional requirements, derived from the DR case in chapter 7.2, but slightly adapted are shown
below
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Due to the higher impact of uncontrolled operation of DER stations compared to DR applications, dual
way fail-safe mechanisms need to be in place to cope with limited communication availability.
• In case of complete loss of control of the DER, the DSO needs to be able to cut off and
afterwards reestablish power lines in the Smart Grid, preferably by remotely controlled
Distribution Automation.
• In case of temporary loss of control communication, the station’s controller/server needs to
maintain operation while monitoring grid parameters like power, voltage and frequency
boundaries and automatically ramp down the station in case of their violation.
Therefore the availability requirements of communication channels may be left un-altered --compared to
standard communication network SLA offerings.

8.3

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

Considering the often rural localization of DERs, the selection of suitable communication technologies
focuses on wireless and fiber solutions to bridge larger distances, to avoid repeaters in case of onshore
and offshore underground cable. Dedicated point to point radio solutions may make sense in case of
wind-parks, connecting an array of wind-turbines altogether.

8.3.1 3GPP defined licensed band radio solutions for SCADA Control
3GPP based radio solutions exhibit their advantages in the DER communication case in several ways:
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•

The existing network availability maintained by public operators, even in off-shore areas offers
immediate connectivity options without situational network upgrade, as it would be required in
case of WiMax Point to Multi-Point (PtMP) or “Leased Line” type PtP radios.

•

Shared network utilization for SCADA and power station management and maintenance bears
no contractual problems, as they may arise in case of any dedicated communication network
(i.e. separate legal entities for control and management of power stations).
Expandable data transmission capacity in the case of 3G/4G networks and network reach
extension with beam antennas to 2-digit kilometer range (according to chapter 5.4.3.4.)
Alternate path routing by a second wireless modem with a separate beam antenna, prioritized
on TCP-IP level in a local router or the local DER-controller
Lowest possible CAPEX for enablement, even utilization of different 3GPP radio links for control
and management purposes without significant relative cost increase.

•
•
•
•
•

Ideal for stand-alone power stations, which will connect directly to existing MV lines.
Integration with Demand Response scenarios into one standardized default solution. Therefore
less planning and engineering effort to set up.
• Wireless Modems may be physically separated for station management and power control
purposes at low cost, e.g. utilizing different Access Point Names (APN) connecting to the 3GPP
base station, but sharing common infrastructure like antennas and masts. This has the
advantage of separating management responsibilities for both areas, while allowing
independent QoS handling and maintaining individual security credentials
Please see the network drawing below.
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8.3.2 Directly connected communication solution via Fiber-Optic Network
As discussed before, large DER projects, e.g. off-shore wind parks will require new MV/HV or even
HVDC power cable installation. In such cases, an empty tube for fiber-optic transmission purposes
generates no significant overhead for utilities. Also carrying additional traffic on such fibers by means of
Layer 2 VLANs or L3 VPNs to accommodate management data traffic bears no capacity problem.
Considering the connection of such to the communication network at sub stations, the further
aggregation and handover of this remote traffic, inside and outside of the DSO’s enterprise network
appears reasonable from a capacity and general networking perspective as long as the sub station is
connected via optical fiber. Capacity problems may arise, if the sub station data traffic is carried only via
limited transmission resources (PtP radio, BPL) towards the DSO’s core network. These shall not be
discussed here, since they are case dependant
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8.3.3 Other communication network solutions
As alternative methods of communication based on dedicated networks, Broadband Power Line (BPL)
or Point to Point Radio (PtP) should be mentioned.
• In principle BPL was identified as viable method of communication in the
Demand Response scenario in chapter 7. DR is situated rather in
populated areas, where 240V AC power supply for BPL head-end and
repeater stations may be expected along the MV lines.
In the rural DER case, associated to the MV line, some AC power needs
to be made available. Considering a span of 500m to 1Km between BPL
repeaters on overhead landlines, local transformation from MV to LV (AC)
voltage level needs to be achieved. Such transformers are quite bulky
(35Kg) due to isolation requirements, even at low power levels as required
by BPL.
The drawing shows an exemplary transformer from Arteche [15].
(MV connection made from the top, LV connection made from inside the
lower die cast box)
Such transformers need to be pole-mounted, probably on a separate platform, raising the cost
for BPL installation along overhead landlines lines significantly.
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•

8.4

In case of underground/on or offshore cables, the installation becomes unreasonable in effort,
due to water-proof sealing requirements.
Dedicated Point to Point radio may be a reasonable choice to communicate with remote
clusters of power stations, like wind parks for instance, especially bridging large distances
(>20Km).
Similar radio technologies (Ethernet/SDH/PDH) as for the aggregation of 3GPP radio base
stations may be used.
Due to their fixed bandwidth assignment, they need to be dimensioned for burst data
transmission cases, without statistical multiplex gain advantage.
Considering a 3GPP or WiMax base station within reach, connected to the CSP’s network with
a similar PtP radio solution, statistical gain and shared utilization can be realized, thus
operational expenditures are lowered.

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Due to the different selection of viable DER transmission technologies, the table below was restricted
from the DR case towards realistic solutions.
• The fiber-based MAN from the DR case was altered into a similar dedicated network
architecture, named FON, Fiber Optic Network, as outlined in chapter 8.3.2 above.
• WiMax technologies where removed as well, because their existence on a broader regional
scale may not be probable. From a technology perspective, WiMax will behave similar to
4G/LTE in the according frequency band.

8.5

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

As discussed in the cases above, fiber-based and public 3GPP wireless communication solutions seem
to be the most suitable communication solutions from a technical perspective.
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In case of fiber to be laid out in addition to existing MV lines, fiber communications will become rather
expensive compared to public 3GPP mobile broadband or PtP radio.
On the other hand, reach of higher frequency band 3GPP radio (4G >2GHz), the relative reach will
suffer, compared to 2G or 4G transmitting below 1GHz. 3G reach behaves somewhat in between, but
due to the higher density of base stations will be still a good choice (please see coverage table in
chapter 5.4.3.4.).
Judged on the basis of a majority of expected DER communication scenarios, 3G or later 4G
(especially <1GHz) communication solutions appear to be the preferred default choice, in case no fiber
is available.

8.6

Suggested evolution

Similar findings as for DR communication (described in chapter 7.5) suggest an evolution of DER
communication into the same direction, i.e. the utilization of pervasive multi-purpose/multi-stakeholder
mobile broadband networks, offering a communication solution with the least administrative and upfront
installation cost overhead, while staying future-proof over life-time.

9

Wide Area Measurement System application

HV Transport & Distribution Network stability threats, caused by volatile regional energy generation,
become increasingly important when introducing power stations relying on volatile sun or wind energy
in large scale.
As can be seen from recent nation-wide failure events, black-out causes are propagating within minutes
and sometimes only seconds through entire national and even international transport & distribution
networks. Therefore so-called Wide Area Measurement Systems, covering international, national or
regional power transmission networks are being introduced to supervise the momentary power network
status. An introduction to Wire Area Monitoring may be found in the ABB repository [16]

9.1

Non functional requirements

Proper state information about the initial network health can be obtained from Phase Measurement
Units (“PMUs, aka Synchrophasors”). Due to their exact GPS-based time marking measurement, high
resolution phase information can be made available to TSO and also DSO control centers to initiate
automatic counter measures within seconds, to protect a whole wide-area network from black-out
events.
Whereas PMUs usually generate bulk statistical information transmitted hourly or daily, they are
capable of continuously monitoring the wide-area network status on-line.
In this use case there will be continuous information streaming data available to control centers from
hundreds of PMUs at once. This requires a stable communication network with sufficient capacity and
quality, wherever PMUs are installed.
Today, PMUs are generally installed where data communication access is available at decent speed,
e.g. in Sub-Stations accessed by Fiber-Optic-Networks (FON) or by PtP microwave radio. In the case of
PDH microwave radio (2Mbps), transmission capacity might already be quite limited (please see
chapter 9.2)
In advanced PMU deployment scenarios, their placement is expected also outside of Sub-Stations, e.g.
close to power stations or at geographical power network borders, like national borders. In such
locations, FONs are generally not available. Therefore 3GPP wireless mobile broadband connections
are an interesting alternative, even to PtP microwave radio.
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9.2

Functional requirements

As outlined before, functional communication requirements of PMUs and their associated servers are
depending on the way of application in the power network. Three major cases may be anticipated.
• Continuously on-line monitoring of a wide area transmission network. The required data rate per
device was e.g. determined by ERLPhase Power Technologies Ltd.: Phasor Measurement Unit
Communication, Experience in a Utility Environment [17].
Please see the following table:

This shows that the on-line traffic requirements from PMUs are quite low in principle, even
satisfied by voice modem speed.
• Data collection in a quasi off-line mode, interrogating certain devices on demand and
individually or on a scheduled basis to obtain bulk data. Data rates capable of transporting 45
MB of data in 5 minutes or on average 150 KB/s are required [17], see also above.
• PMU maintenance, remotely loading new firmware to the devices in the field.
This is usually done individually per device, but may be carried out for several devices in
parallel, requiring some MB per device.
Basically in all cases the expected total volume of data transferred in a longer timeframe lies in the
range of many MB per device. The significant differentiation is the required peak data rate handling
capability in the 2nd and 3rd case, whereas in the 1st case the availability of the communication
connection matters most.
Since communication service availability is not necessarily related to HV power outage events, or only
up the moment, when a blackout occurs, the major task of a PMU is to be on-line for power monitoring
when power is also available. Therefore we expect that the already above discussed (chapter 7.2)
commercial communication service availability of 99% for an individual PMU should be sufficient to fulfill
even advanced monitoring tasks. PMUs, placed in a logical mesh to monitor the grid, will increase the
availability of representative grid information.
As suggested above, this opens the path for the application of 3GPP-defined communication access,
predominantly with 3G or 4G technologies.
Please see the requirement overview below:
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9.3

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

Commonly installed communication solutions based on Fiber-Optic-Networks, recently also upgraded
from SDH to direct Ethernet transmission are certainly the first choice for PMU application. SDH PtP
radio may offer sufficient capacity as well.
In the case of PDH PtP radio with nx2Mbps, a purpose specific upgrade with 3GPP-defined public
mobile broadband service is a viable add-on option.
These both methods of traditional FON and alternatively 3G/4G radio are being discussed below.

9.3.1 Directly connected communication solution via Fiber-Optic Network
Due to the existence of SCADA networks in TSOs installations, PMUs may be directly connected to
Sub-Station LANs via dedicated VLANs or via routers on certain VPNs. This is depicted in the lower
drawing left by existing local Ethernet-Switches in the HV-Grid cloud. Communication termination is
done at the TSO’s control center being connected to its FON.
Certain remote locations may be reached via FON as well, considering the utilization of optical fibers
carried in the HV-lines’ ground wire on top. This applies also for newly built remote Sub-Stations
belonging to the HV DS, connecting e.g. offshore wind parks.
Similar to mobile network base stations, a ground shelter may house the fiber optic termination, the
PMU and a local AC-power installation with or without battery back-up.
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Please note that electrical HV-transmission and communication links will geographically run mostly in
parallel, despite it is drawn separately below, for the sake of better visibility and understanding of logical
association (orange dotted lines). Therefore the HV-grid cloud and the FON cloud need to be
understood as geographically overlapping.
PMUs may be even installed in DSOs networks, e.g. where large scale MV power generation takes
place or at HVDC feeder stations. In such cases, the DSO’s communication network (purple dotted
lines) needs to provide the necessary data connections to the TSO’s control center and vice versa.

9.3.2 3GPP defined licensed band radio solutions for remote PMU communication
For the task of Smart Grid supervision, PMUs may be placed also outside their original domain in and
around the HV transmission grid. In locations, e.g. belonging to adjacent HV-grids or power generation
from wind-parks in the DS, data communication facilities for PMUs might not be existent or to weak for
their application. In these cases, additional 3GPP-based communication solutions provide an
interesting alternative to wire-bound or wireless PtP communication networks.
A local router/switch in combination with a 3G or later 4G modem connects in an always-on mode into
the TSO/DSO’s control center, via a secure VPN tunnel. Such solution provide enough bandwidth in the
single digit (today) and two digit (future) Mbps range to upload collected bulk data or allows real-time
software upgrading of the local measurement equipment.
Connecting existing communication links through the local router enables even diverse-path routing
backup capabilities as shown in the below HV/MV-DS.
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Regarding coverage and path protection of 3GPP links, please note the remarks in chapters 8.2 and
8.3.1 as well.

9.4

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Not neglecting other possible communication methods for WAMS, the below table includes more
solutions into the discussion.
BPL suffers from the short repeater-spacing requirements and the unreasonable effort to regenerate
transmission signals under water in off-shore situations.
WiMax, operated in unlicensed frequency-bands, especially along coastal lines with international
borders and other frequency plans, bear some risk of being disturbed by unforeseen transmission.
In general, private wireless tends to be too expensive in to be deployed in wide areas (e.g. in Finland).
One exception is PtP radio, but usually limited in bandwidth to a very few Mbps.
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9.5

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

Public wireless services for PMU application, based on 3G or 4G present themselves as a good
communication system extension to existing FON solutions, both from financial and technological
judgment.
Dedicated FONs, which are the basis for existing communication network solution, certainly fulfill most
of TSO/DSO requirements to a high degree and are administratively under their control.
In situations of newly built power stations, supervision of existing remote Sub-Stations or preventive
control of adjacent grids, 3G and later on 4G are suitable and cost-effective communication
technologies to utilize. 2G/GPRS/Edge is capable in principle to support continuous PMU
measurements, but since it is a shared transmission media and burst data transmission requirements
are persistent, such solution cannot be regarded as future-proof enough.
It should be noted that public wireless communication may also be utilized for alternate-path / diverseroute protection solutions. In cases of mechanical failure of the HV pylon infrastructure due to icing
(Northern Germany, Winter 2005) the embedded FON infrastructure is harmed as well. In such cases
protected communication routes are essential.

9.6

Suggested evolution

Our recommendation to improve grid supervision and black-out prevention is to extend existing
communication infrastructures by 3G and later 4G transmission solutions as a general means.
Advanced Distribution Automation supported by WAMS, connected through a fault resilient and futureproof communication network, will support the deployment of a high degree of regenerative and
variable energy sources in the HV/MV grids.
Communication route diversification, relying on dedicated and public infrastructures in parallel,
supported by suitable IP routing protocols is an effective means to achieve optimal grid communication
availability in the future.

10 Home-DR applications for Home Appliances
This chapter addresses future Demand Response solutions which are set-up in private homes or also in
small and medium enterprises. Home appliances (mainly white and red goods) shall be understood in a
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way that they have been installed in the premises by the consumer at a later point in time, after erection
of the building. These appliances are able to control energy consumption during a certain time-frame.
Postponing or preponing energy consumption towards a time-slot when “cheap” energy is available or
avoiding consumption during expensive peak demand times saves OPEX.
“Fixed-Gear” installations like originally built-in water heating or HVAC, attached to the building, shall
not be discussed in here. Energy control mechanisms for the latter might differ substantially today and
may be realized similar as described in the chapter 7, Demand Response for large scale application.
Furthermore the business model for Home-DR enables other stakeholders and players as discussed in
chapter 7 for Demand Response for large scale application.
•
•

•

Based on enabled Time of Use (ToU) billing by a Smart Meter Service Provider (SM-SP), the
SM-SP may offer Home-DR service by himself.
Due to the ongoing integration task of new appliances and other business reasons (e.g. scaling
and bundling effects), Home-DR may be offered also from new specialized vendors, namely
Home-DR-SPs, who integrate the necessary functionality and contract several SM-SPs to
expand the area where they offer their service.
A future evolution of the Home-DR business model implementation is supported by law (like in
Germany). A new founded Home-DR-SP may also apply for a license to deploy his own Smart
Meters and become a combined DR/SM-SP. In such a case, the premise’s meter needs to be
exchanged and formally “sealed with leads” by the DR/SM-SP to fulfill Measurement and
Weights Acts as required by national law.
The new Smart Meter device might include the additional functionality, like a communication
G/W for the appliances and Home-DR control in one unit, instead of the separated approach
shown below, evolving it towards a Smart Home-G/W-Controller.
Since the appliance device communication may be difficult to achieve in certain premises (like
an apartment building, with a metering room in the basement), this case is not discussed in
greater detail here.
Caution is also advised from national legal perspectives, when implementing complex additional
functions inside the Smart Meter with regard to the above mentioned national Measurement and
Weights Acts (on top of legal security/privacy requirements).
Law may not allow or require certain functionality from the Smart Meter implementation, which
is not compatible with the desired additional functions inside.

10.1

Non functional requirements

Non functional requirements concerning any aspects other than the communication from the home
premises to the Home-DR-SP cover several areas.
• The basic requirement is to swiftly consume energy according to ToU or “Happy Hour” offerings
announced by the DSO (or to release current energy consumption during supply shortfall – as a
value added service).
Considering reasonable billing intervals of about15 min, announced with little time advance
(option for immediate grid reaction), total reaction time of the involved systems need to be
rather less than 5 min’s.
Most of the processing and its associated delay will occur in the proper (i.e. equitable and
contract-conform) assignment of the available excess energy to the respective consumers
•

Reliable communication to each local Home-DR-controller needs to be achieved rather in a
one-to-one communication way, than in a broadcast mode which would need to have
complicated geographical and customer tailoring options on top of the difficult to achieve secure
broadcasting communication plus eventually individual acknowledgements.
This requires enough (communication and processing) capacity at the Home-DR-SP to address
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e.g. a 5-digit amount of premises within the assumed 5 min’s timeframe. Traffic related
background calculations show also that the Home-DR-SP can achieve such task utilizing a
standard 100Mbps internet connection.
•

In order to control a wide range of different appliance vendor’s equipment, not only a DRcommunication G/W, but a DR-controller (Energy Management Gateway) is required to enable
new equipment functionality in the Home-DR scenario.
Appliance-specific Management Information Bases (MIB) or Information Models are being
developed to control their functionality in a standardized way by the Home-DR-SP.
According to B/S/H [18], two similar streams are visible, driven by the “American Association of
Home Appliance Manufacturers, AHAM” (White Paper, 2009/12) and the “European Committee
of Domestic Equipment Manufacturers, CECED” (Position Paper, 2010/02), building on
CENELEC´s “Appliance Interworking Specification V1.0 (EN 50523-1)”.
In parallel, the German Ministry of Economics and Technology (BMWi) is suggesting the
EEBUS
[20], based upon KNX, ZigBee und TCP/IP communication stacks to enable also
white and red goods manufacturers to connect to a DR-Controller. UML based information base
data exchange was recently suggested as descriptive language towards the Home-DR-SP.
Appliance specific MIB definitions are still open, but might e.g. come from the above
organizations or communication stack providers like KNX or ZigBee.

Appliance Information Models in general will evolve over time, therefore remote
updating/upgrading capabilities for the DR-controller are required.
• As a value added function and to actively include and motivate the consumer in energy
conservation and control, interactive home display devices play an important role.
The local Home-DR-controller may act as a local server for them and eventually retrieve
relevant information from the Home-DR-SP’s data base, which might have been even forwarded
on demand from the local SM-SP. This scenario includes the functionality of the widely
discussed In-Home Display (IHD).
Home-DR service availability is regarded as rather uncritical, since the business case for the consumer
works in a cumulative way. Commercial communication network availability is regarded as sufficient.

10.2

Functional requirements

Functional requirement areas for communication, derived from the above system requirements can be
found in the below table.
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Due to the in-home location of Home-DR, suitable communication methods with the Home-DR-SP may
be assumed as existing.
E.g. DSL or cable-based internet connections are suitable in bandwidth and latency. Also quick
response times, not so much related to latency, but “Dial-In” characteristics are well covered by these
wire-bound communication methods, as they can be considered as “Always-On” for the Home-DR
purpose.
In case of 3GPP based radio access, 2G/GPRS technology seems too limited in terms of bandwidth
and connection set-up for swift and smooth Home-DR operation.
3G/UMTS has sufficient bandwidth for multiple Home-DR operation (please see the bandwidth
discussion below).
Operational delays may be also caused by mass “Dial-In” when the Home-DR-SP addresses many
recipients, respectively “Always-On” connections by keeping many connections alive, which will cause
significant signaling overhead.
4G/LTE will remove any limitation to Home-DR service since it may be operated in “Always-On” mode
without capacity limitations.
3G and 4G based Home-DR solution may be preferred by Home-DR-SPs, because they operate in a
closed dedicated environment, avoiding home network interworking problems and their costly remedy
by call centers.
As discussed before, a secure broadcasting mode shall not be assumed, so instantaneous parallel
unicast transmission capacity for a high number of customer sites is required.
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As a guideline and proof-point for the number of addressed sites for Home-DR by wireless and wire-line
communications, the following assumptions shall apply.
Considering a densely inhabited area in a large European city as the most challenging scenario,
addressed by a public CSP with 1/3rd market share for Home-DR,
• For the wireless case, e.g. a 3G sector (e.g. one BS serving 3 sectors) needs to serve about
700 consumers, offering 7.2Mbps in total today. To protect the M2M data traffic contingent
against mobile devices’ data traffic, it shall be assumed that 10% of the total cell data rate is
dedicated to M2M requirements. This may be achieved by a different APN setting in the BS for
M2M data traffic and consequential dedicated queuing.
• In case of wire-line DSL service, one CO DSLAM will serve about 300 consumers sharing an
uplink of 1Gbps today, from which 1% shall be dedicated to M2M data traffic without specific
prioritization.
Considering these M2M/Home-DR consumer sites connected to one aggregation node as of above, the
wireline case offers >10 times the bandwidth, compared to the wireless case.
Therefore the wireless case is critical to analyze first.
Sharing some 700Kbps among 700 remote sites, offers about 1Kbps of effective data rate per site.
Further considering a 5 min’s (300s) interval to process all 700 Home-DR sites, about 35KB of
information may be exchanged with each Home-DR site.
This seems sufficient, considering the amount of data exchanged via an effective control protocol, e.g.
designed according to the IEC Smart grid architecture suggestion (see below, above and below of the
WAN communications borderline) and quantitatively confirmed by NIST in the Smart Meter case [6] as
an analogy for this new control domain.
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This task of data transfer maybe also compared to remote IP router mgmt., in the case of SNMP. vs.
CLI or Web-based mgmt.
As a consequence, it should be noted that dedicated control protocols seem necessary to fulfill the task
to control Home-DR in densely populated areas, at least via 3G/UMTS wireless networks.
Web based protocols containing a large fraction of ancillary data (graphical descriptions or bulk page
data) should be avoided.
For instance, instead of XML as a native Web-protocol, UML was recently proposed (2nd German EEnergy Congress in Jan 2011) as a communications protocol by the EEBus consortium to increase
transmission efficiency.
A later 4G/LTE introduction will relieve potential 3G/UMTS bottleneck situations and lead to faster
reaction times in Home-DR service.

10.3

Descriptions of commonly-used communication solutions

10.3.1 Communication solution via Public DSL-Network
The DSL-based communication solution for Home-DR builds on available Internet connections in a
residential home or SMEs. In case of residential Home-DR application, not only single homes but also
apartments in multi-dwelling-buildings may be addressed.
The paradigm of disabled internet access due to energy saving reasons is not really relevant in this use
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case, since the consumer as an operator must be interested to keep the Home-DR service up and
running.
As discussed above, appliances will not be connected directly to the home router, since transmission
and logical protocol conversion is required. Therefore a Home-DR controller, connected to the DSLrouter via standard links (Ethernet/WiFi) is required. This device is preferably logically connected to the
Home-DR-SP in a secured and encrypted “Always-On” mode. The Home-DR-SP receives instant and
scheduled pricing information from relevant Smart Meter-SPs.
Grid alert functions may be received and processed from relevant local DSOs.
In cases where the consumer’s Electricity-SP is not identical with the Smart meter-SP, actual pricing
information is received from this provider.
Therefore the functionality of the Home-DR scenario relies on the synchronization of available pricing
information and appliance control.
Typical appliance interfaces to be connected will be wireline (powerline, coax or twisted pair), as
described by the G.hn standard, or wireless-mesh interfaces like ZigBee, Z-wave, etc.
In case of G.hn, it is foreseen that Home-Routers/Switches or switched Ethernet home networks may
seamlessly incorporate G.hn interfaces as well, since they rely on standard MAC-address forwarding
mechanisms.

Whether the home PC will have direct Web-access to a DR-controllers Web-server or via the HomeDR-SP depends on the implementation and presence of relevant data bases for pricing and history
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information. It may be assumed though that the DR-controller will incorporate at least a Web-server for
local management purposes.
Instead of a DSL-network connection, Cable-based access (based DOCSIS 2.0 / 3.0 standards) will
also provide suitable internet connectivity for Home-DR purposes.

10.3.2 Communication solution via 3GPP defined licensed band radio
Unlike in the above DSL-based communication solution, involving the consumer in the Home-DR
communications configuration set-up, a 3GPP based public communication solution may act as a “preconfigured” solution, avoiding communication network set-up by the consumer.
To control and supervise relevant Home-DR settings, a Display-Unit with some menu control buttons
might avoid the below shown local PC connection for control purposes.

Solution control may be achieved in greater detail by an independent home-PC, connected to the
Home-DR-SP’s server via the internet (as shown in chapter 10.3.1). Therefore the 3GPP connection is
not loaded with any Web-based data traffic, keeping operational cost as low as possible.

10.3.3 Other private communication solutions
In principle, Home-DR service offering is possible also via private communication networks.
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•

This is true for dedicated wireless networks, e.g. building on WiMax technology. In this case, the
set-up and functionality is similar to the public 3GPP case, as discussed in the chapter 10.3.2
above.

•

In case of the existence of BPL wireline communication over the LV grid, as discussed for
Smart Metering in chapter 6.3.2, the attainable data transmission bandwidth is not exactly
foreseeable and is regarded as critical low for added Home-DR application. Also due to the
unclear application situation of the Smart Meter as a home communication G/W, this solution is
not further discussed in here.

10.4

Mapping req’s to available N/W parameters

Home-DR communication primarily has to rely on available internet connections in the premises,
therefore the General Network Availability appears as the primary indicator for a possible market
penetration. Due to the low probability to find private WiMax or BPL communication network
implementations, the focus of this application will evolve on public communication networks. This will
drive down device costs due to scaling effects, which are also coupled to the mobile broadband
equipment case (e.g. PC-cards, ASICs, RF-circuitry) or already available wireline installations, which
can be considered as a cost-neutral internet access already, due to widely spread flatrate tariffing.
In case of 2G/GPRS/Edge though, the scalability due to data aggregated cell throughput and latency
requirements per cell in densely populated is not given.

3G/UMTS may be configured in quasi “always-on” mode or better described as stateful operation in
router context. Recent improvements configuring application (App’s) communication in mobile devices
by Cell_PCH [19] improve scalability significantly.
Cell_PCH is a 3G radio signaling mechanism, which handles excessive device signaling differently,
compared to releasing and waking-up devices from the Idle state (please see below).
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Battery life is one important aspect for mobile devices, but for Home-DR devices, session activation
delay reduction from 2s to 0.5s and reduced signaling traffic are the solution enablers in densely
populated areas for 3G/UMTS networks.

10.5

Recommendation for most reasonable communication solutions

From the solution discussion above, existing DSL/Cable wireline or 3G/UMTS and later 4G/LTE
wireless communication solutions will play the major role as communication links for Home-DR, since
they do not exhibit any major deficiencies, while being widely available and cost effective.
In parallel, it can be foreseen that specific extensions to deployed and dedicated networks may play a
local role in Home-DR communication as well.
By leveraging otherwise justified investments in dedicated communication infrastructure, a
counterbalance to operational expenses from the utilization of public networks may manifest in certain
cases. In the long run though, less volume in specific dedicated communication technology will limit
especially associated home devices’ deployment for cost reasons.

10.6

Suggested evolution

From the discussion above, it seems probable that Home-DR will evolve in an independent
organizational environment other than coming from traditional DSOs. Legal pressure from deregulation
(and limited local presence) will force DSOs to split up into dedicated business units in their own legal
frameworks, making it difficult to bundle various interests to build a Home-DR solution from the DSO via
the Smart Meter operator, the consumer’s contracted electricity provider and finally the Home-DR
provider. Therefore each business segment will decide independently about their necessary
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communication requirements and choose a different suitable communication solution, as discussed in
the other chapters as well.
Further considering a trend towards low CAPEX pre-investment in new business areas, public
communication will be the expected choice for Home-DR providers.
With this perspective, a strong interest may arise in a developed Home-DR market by these players, to
engage in the Smart Metering operation to create a business control point by a combined Smart Meter
and Home-DR HW-device offering. This may bind the consumer tighter to such a combined provider. In
turn, communication service for this bundle offering will probably come from a public CSP.
Understanding the operational limitation of wireline communication (DSL/twisted pair are powered
behind the meter, thus turning on/off power is not possible! - As discussed in the Smart Metering case,
chapter 6), 3G/UMTS, followed by network upgrading to 4G/LTE exhibit the best chances to lead the
communication market for Home-DR and Smart Metering in the future.

11 Synopsis of use case descriptions
This chapter will structure and analyze commonalities and differences of the discussed use cases with
a focus on applicable communication solutions. Again, a table of the condensed relevant
communication parameters helps to detect “sweet spots” or identify “un-attractive” communication
solutions. In order to judge about the applicability of specific communication solutions, a holistic
judgment across the relevant communication network parameters condensates into a singular solution
rating.
We also tried to minimize the use case specific columns to increase the expressiveness of the table.
It was found that ratings for 4G/LTE operated below 1GHz for rural application and above 2GHz for
urban application yielded similar results in their specific use case application. One column covering all
4G/LTE frequency bands was therefore found to be sufficient, assuming the later existence of
appropriate 4G/LTE installations per use case.
Please see the below table.

In order to understand our key influencing factors to the individual ratings, there are some remarks
available below.
Concerning the core of the Smart Grid:
• Wide Area Measurement Systems (WAMS)
Except the 2G public service for bandwidth and latency reasons, the other 3GPP based public
service offerings show an acceptable performance in all areas to support the intended HV/MV
grid-surveillance tasks described in chapter 9.
In case of dedicated private wireless services, the situation is viewed as less positive for
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•

•

•

coverage vs. cost reason, e.g. forcing a communication network rollout with an unreasonable
high density to reach remote stations. This is especially true for higher frequencies, whereas the
cell size below 1GHz may stay large enough to neutralize this argument.
On the other hand, reasonably priced PtP radio solutions, installed only for a certain location will
not generate a too high cost burden for a limited set of applications.
Dedicated private wired services like BPL or FON are as well use case compatible
communication solutions, whereas the transmission performance and upfront installation cost of
BPL limits the benefit significantly.
Considering FON fiber deployment cost, laid out together with the power lines themselves,
enables reasonable high upfront cost in combination with lower cost optical Ethernet interfaces,
avoiding expensive transmission equipment investment.
Distribution Automation (DA)
The main trends which can be observed are as follows:
o Given the moderate availability / reliability requirements for DA use cases, there is a
advantage lowering TCO in using public wireless over private wireless
o There is a clear advantage using bands < 1 GHz when connectivity in rural
environments is needed
o Operating PtP radios from RMUs in urban environments with complex topologies is
cumbersome
o If optical fiber or DSL links happen to be available, they can be alternatively used
Demand Response control for large scale applications (DR)
Keeping in mind that DR applications are located in places where public communication is
regularly available and communication bandwidth is not too demanding, other factors like
future-proofness and cost become more decisive.
Cost needs to be analyzed from CAPEX and OPEX perspective, where installation originated
costs need to be set in relationship to monthly operational expenses. This is especially
problematic for the upfront investment in dedicated private network solution like WiMax and BPL
in combination with less decreasing technology cost, compared to mass deployed network
solutions.
Distributed Energy Resources control for large scale applications (DER)
As discussed above for DR, the communication bandwidth of DER during regular operation is
not too demanding either, but locations tend to be rather rural. Therefore dedicated private
network installation will be quite expensive, to achieve a regional presence.
In case of optical fibers deployed alongside the power line cable, FON may be a reasonable
communication solution, especially when network installation costs can be shared with an
independently required station management control communication by the owner of the DER.

Concerning the edge of the Smart Grid:
•

Smart Metering (AMR - Advanced Meter Reading)
Even some today’s Smart Meter installations rely on 2G/GPRS/EDGE based wireless
communication, we question the future-proofness in the light of the new application range in the
Smart Grid strongly.
In the field of wired communication, concentrating solutions based on DSL or Cable exhibit their
strength in multi-dwelling buildings only.
Connecting Smart Meters via private Internet access, limits their functionality in case of forced
power control requirements.
In general, BPL is viewed to solve several problems in the Smart Metering application sphere
and bring additional value when the BPL aggregator is mounted in the MV/LV transformer
station The network communication in there may enable also other Smart Grid functionality for
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•

the DSO, but technological, commercial and legal (ownership) limitations of BPL lead us to a
neutral judgment.
Home-Demand Response (DR) applications – Home Appliances
Dedicated private network use for Home-DR is not seen as too favorable here, since we
excluded “Fixed-Gear” appliances, which might be operated out of (management) control of the
resident/consumer. Therefore Home-DR is seen as a voluntary application service offering and
therefore already existing public communication services (under the control of the
resident/consumer) are sufficient in general, while usually no additional Telco cost is added. To
avoid extensive home router/LAN configuration, a separate wireless modem may be
compensated in total cost by avoiding extensive call center configuration support in case of
home network integration.
On top of this argument it needs to be realized that dedicated private networks’ cost position
might be worse than public ones (WiMax case), especially if the Home-DR-SP is not the
network owner.

12 Conclusion
Analyzing the table of available communication methods in the above chapter 11 in a holistic way,
which is reflecting several representative Smart Grid use cases, it becomes obvious that public wireless
technologies based on 3GPP standards display themselves as a viable communication solution in most
cases.
We excluded certain HV-line grid protection schemes from this discussion, which require low signal
transmission delay and extended communication equipment protection, which can only be achieved by
dedicated Layer 2 transmission technology. Nevertheless, some protection related schemes in the area
of DA (LOM protection) were considered and may seem to have more relaxed delay requirements so
that QoS enabled “always-on” solutions based on 4G/LTE become viable.
Data security and associated customer privacy aspects were raised in the Smart Metering use case
and discussed to a limited extent, as they are depending on regional (e.g. EU/U.S.) and national
requirements.
Both are subject for further investigation.
Looking closer at the use cases requirements, it becomes obvious that the more participants or devices
to be controlled or interrogated in the field, the more challenging the sustainability of Smart Grid
communication network operation and maintenance over a long depreciation period gets.
Since the rate of new communication technology deployment has accelerated even more in the last
years, compared to new grid infrastructure deployment, both energy and associated communication
technologies need to be synchronized in terms of solution perspective.
The energy sector did so far insure its operability from a closed view scheme, trying to maintain and
operate all relevant technologies (energy and communication related) over the anticipated lifespan of
more than a decade.
Reflecting the rate of technological change in the telecommunication sector, (e.g. in semiconductor
components or software maintenance) and the associated cost to hedge them for the desired timeframe
suggest a re-thinking of present strategies.
This has to be viewed in the light of today’s utility availability requirements for communication systems .
In some new use cases, especially the edge centric Smart Grid (Smart Metering and Home-DR), but
also to a certain degree in DR and DER control in the Smart Grid’s core, today’s public communication
service availability appears as sufficient.
When it comes to distribution grid infrastructure conservation during energy infrastructure malfunction,
more careful communication service availability considerations are required. Some of the issues are
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discussed in the distribution network (DA) related use cases.
An increase in availability, based on public wireless networks may be achieved by:
• Device multi-mode operation (e.g. 3G to 2G fallback options)
• Roaming between CSPs
• A combination of wired and wireless communication technologies.
Also regulatory requirements and suitable power back-up strategies in public CSP’s networks related
to power backup of 3G/4G base station sites would need to be considered further, while public
communication systems evolve from 2G to 3G and 4G.
The above synopsis table displays the utilization of public communication technology as the most
forthcoming solution. It is foreseeable to be available as a future proof basis over decades.
The nature of the grid communication requirements is rapidly changing from addressing only discrete
energy infrastructure towards basically each consumer’s or prosumer’s premises The burden to install
pervasive communication for all smart grid related tasks becomes almost overstraining, considering
utilization for energy-related applications only.
Further industrial trends, caused by deregulation and general market adaptation requirements, result in
an ongoing legal structuring of formerly bulk organizations in the field of energy utilities. This seems to
leave less opportunity for the implementation of dedicated wide area telecommunication networks in the
future.
CSPs have a large amount of licensed (interference free) frequency resources in use, spanning multiple
frequency bands, in particular bands < 1 GHz which are essential in providing economical coverage in
rural areas. As the traffic volume from the smart grid use cases are expected to be low compared to
wireless BB, this results in low incremental cost of service provision for the DSO.
Another essential advantage is the possibility of leveraging the already existing radio coverage at the
many new site locations envisioned for the SG. Furthermore, many more M2M application from other
‘vertical organized businesses’ (Transportation, Medicine, Building Mgmt., etc.) are expected to
materialize. which will provide a favorable ‘eco-system’ in terms of standardized M2M network features,
devices and services.
Public CSPs and telecommunication equipment vendors are therefore in the most ideal position to
cover effective communication solutions, thoroughly enabling new Smart Grid functionality. Proximity to
consumers, prosumers, enterprises as well as to the energy infrastructure industry, will support
optimum concepts for Smart Grid Communication.

13 Abbreviations
3G
3GPP
4G

Third Generation of standards for mobile communications and services
Third Generation Partnership Project
Fourth Generation of standards for mobile communications and services

AC
ACSI
ADA

Alternating current
Abstract Communication Service Interface
Advanced Distribution Automation

ADSL
AES

Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line
Advanced Encryption Standard
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AIPN

All IP Networks

AMI
AMIS

Advanced Metering Infrastructure
Automated consumption data acquisition and information system

AMR
ANSI
AP
API

Automated Meter Reading
American National Standards Institute
Access Point
Application Program Interface

APN

Access Point Name

AR
ASCII

Auto-Reclosing
American Standard Code for Information Interchange

ASDU
ASHRAE

Application Service Data Unit
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers

ASN.1
ATM
ATU
AVR
BAS
BPEL
BPL
BPMN
BS
CAPEX
CATV
CDM
CDMA
CdTe

Abstract Syntax Notation
Asynchronous Transfer Mode
ADSL Terminal Unit
Automatic Voltage Regulation
Building Automation System
Business Process Execution Language
Broadband over Powerline (see also PLC)
Business Process Modeling Notation
Base-Station (3GPP)
Capital expenditure
Cable TV
Code Division Multiplexing
Code Division Multiple Access
Cadmium telluride

CEA
CERT
CGR
CGS

Consumer Electronics Association
Computer emergency response team
Connected Grid Router
Connected Grid Switch

CHP
CIGRE
CIM
CIP

Combined heat and power
International Council On Large Electric Systems
Common Information Model for energy management applications
Critical Infrastructure Protection

CIS
CM
CO
COTS

Component Interface Specification
Configuration Management
Central Office (Telecom)
Commercial off-the-shelf
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CPP

Critical Peak Pricing

CRC
CSMA/CA

Cyclic Redundancy Check
Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Avoidance

CSMA/CD
CSP
Cu
DA

Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision Detection
Communication Service Provider
Copper
Distribution Automation

DC

Direct current

DEMS
DER

Decentralized energy management system
Distributed Energy Resources (distributed generation and storage)

DES
DG

Data Encryption Standard
Distributed generation

DHCP
DHS
DIN
DisCo
DIY
DKE
DMS
DMT
DMZ
DNP/3
DNS
DOD
DOE
DP

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
Department of Homeland Security (USA)
German Institute for Standardization
Distribution company
Do It Yourself
Deutsche Kommission Elektrotechnik
Distribution management system
Discrete-Multi-Tone
Demilitarized zone
Distributed network protocol
Domain Name System
Department of Defense (USA)
Department of Energy (USA)
Dynamic Pricing

DR
DS
DSL
DSLAM

Demand Response
Distribution System
Digital subscriber line
Digital Subscriber Line Access Multiplexer

DSO
EAI
EAN/EDIEL
ebIX

Distribution System Operators
Enterprise Application Integration
Business process model for invoicing in downstream electricity power
market
European forum for energy Business Information eXchange

ebXML
EDGE
EDI

Electronic Business (eBusiness) eXtensible Markup Language
Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolutions
Electronic Data Interchange
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EDL

Exchange Data Language

EDP
EFR

Electronic data processing
Europäische Funk-Rundsteuerung: Long-wave radio broadcast

EHV
EIA
EIB
EISA

Extra high voltage
Electronic Industries Alliance
European Installation Bus
Energy Independence and Security Act

ELCOM

Electricity utilities communication

EMC
EMI

Electromagnetic compatibility
ElectroMagnetic Interference

EMS
EN

Energy Management System
European Standard

EPRI
ES
ESP
ETC
ETSI
ETSO
EU
EV
EWG
FA
FACTS
FCC
FDD
FEC

Electric Power Research Institute
Energy Storage
Energy Service Provider
ebIX Technical Committee
European Telecommunications Standards Institute
European Transmission System Operators
European Union
Electric Vehicle
Electricity Working Group
Feeder Automation
Flexible AC transmission system
Federal Communications Commission
Frequency Division Multiplexing
Forward Error Correction

FERC
FO
FON
FTP

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Fiber optic
Fiber optic network
File Transfer Protocol

GenCo
GHG
GID
GIS

Generation company
Greenhouse Gases
Generic interface definition
Geographic Information System

GOOSE
GPRS
GPS
GRS

Generic Object Oriented Substation Events
General packet radio service
Global Positioning System (time source)
General Radio Service
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GSM

Global system for mobile communications

GTIN
GUI

Global Trade Item Number
Graphical user interface

GWAC
G/W
HCC
HDSL

GridWise Architecture Council
Gateway (e.g. for communication stack adaptation)
Home Control Center
High Data Rate Digital Subscriber Line

HDTV

High Definition TV

HF
HMI

High frequency
Human Machine Interface

HSDPA
HSxPA

High-Speed Downlink Packet Access
High Speed Xlink Packet Access

HTTP/HTTPS
HV
HVAC
HVDC
HVDCT
HW
ICCP
ICT
IDS
IEC
IED
IEEE
IETF
IHD

Hypertext transfer protocol/ hypertext transfer protocol secure
High voltage
Heating Ventilating and Air Conditioning
High voltage direct current
High voltage direct current transmission
Hardware
Inter-control center communication protocol
Information and Communication Technologies
Intrusion Detection Systems
International Electrotechnical Commission
intelligent electronic device
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Internet Engineering Task Force
In-Home Display

IMT
IO
IOS
IP

International Mobile Telecommunications
Input Output
Internetwork Operating System
Internet Protocol

IS
ISDN
ISM

International Standard
Integrated services digital network
Industrial, Scientific and Medical band
International Organization for Standardization, Independent Systems
Operator
Information Technology
International Telecommunication Union
Network communications protocol for intelligent buildings

ISO
IT
ITU
KNX
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LAN

Local Area Network

LCD
LED

Liquid crystal display
Light emitting diode

LOM
LTE
LV
LVMD

Loss of Mains
Long Term Evolutions
Low voltage
Low voltage main distribution

M2M

Machine to Machine

MAC
MD

Message Authentication Code
Main distribution

MIB
MIME

Management Information Base
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

MIMO
MMS
MSCONS
MTBF
MTTF
MUX
MV
NEMA
NERC
NFC
NGMN
NIST
N.C.
N.O.

Multiple Input Multiple Output
Manufacturing Messaging Specification ISO 9506
Metered Services Consumption
Meantime between failures
Meantime to Failure
Multiplexer
Medium voltage
National Electrical Manufacturers Association
North American Electric Reliability Council / Corporation
Near Field Communication
Next Generation Mobile Networks
National Institute of Standards and Technology
Normally closed (disconnector)
Normally open (disconnector)

NOAA
NSA
NTP
NTT

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Security Agency
Network time protocol
Nippon Telegraph and Telephone

OASIS
OASIS
OC
OFDM

Open Access Same Time Information System
Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards
Overcurrent
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing

OID
OLTC
OMG
OpenSG

Object Identifier
On load tap changer (transformer)
Object management Group
Open Smart Grid
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OPEX

Operational expenditure

OSGi
OSI

Open Services Gateway Initiative
Open Systems Interconnection (Basic Reference Model)

PABX
PCM
PDH
PDU

Private Automatic Branch Exchange
Pulse code modulation
Plesiochronous digital hierarchy; an international multiplexing standard
Protocol Data Unit

PEV

Plug-in Electric Vehicles

PLMN
PLC

Public Land Mobile Network
Power-line carrier

PMU
POTS

Phasor Measurement Unit
Plain Old Telephone Service

PPPoE
PROFIBUS
PS
PSTN
PUC
PV
QOS
RAN
RES
RF
RFC
RFID
RJ
RMU

Point-to-Point Protocol over Ethernet
Process Field Bus
Public Safety (US)
Public Switched Telephone Network
Public Utility Commission
Photo-Voltaics
Quality Of Service
Radio Access Network
Renewable energy sources
Radio Frequency
Request for Comments; Remote Feedback Controller
Radio Frequency Identification
Registered Jack
Ring Main Unit

RMS/ rms
RSA
RSTP
RTO

Root mean square
Rivest, Shamir, Adelman
Rapid spanning tree protocol
Regional Transmission Operator

RTP
RTU
SAE
SAS

Real-Time Pricing
Remote Terminal Unit
System Architecture Evolution
Station automation system

SCADA
SCL

Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition
Substation Configuration description
Synchronous digital hierarchy; multiplexing protocol for transferring
multiple bit streams over the same optical fiber

SDH
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SDO

Standards Development Organization

SDSL
SFPs

Synchronous Digital Subscriber Loop
Small Form-Factor Pluggable

SHA
SHA-1
SHDSL
SIMs

Secure Hash Algorithm
Secure-Hash-Algorithm Version 1
Symmetrical High Data Rate Digital Subscriber Line
Subscriber Identity Module

SLA

Service Level Agreement

SME
SMTP

Small and Medium Enterprises
Simple Mail transfer Protocol

SNCP
SNMP

Sub-network connection protection
Simple network management protocol

SNTP
SOA
SONET
SP
SQL
SSH
STATCOM
STM
SVC
TCP/IP
TDD
TDM
TETRA
TFTP

Simple Network Time Protocol
Service-Oriented Architecture
Synchronous optical network
Service-Provider
Structured Query Language
Secure Shell
Static synchronous compensator
Synchronous transport module
Static var compensator
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet
Time Division Duplexing
Time Division Multiplexing
TErrestrial Trunked RAdio (ealier: Trans European Trunked RAdio)
Trivial File Transfer Protocol

TLS
TOGAF
TOU
TransCo

Transport Layer Security
The Open Group Architecture Framework
Time-of-Use
Transmission company

TSO
UHF
UHVDC
UI

Transmission System Operator
Ultra high frequency
Ultra-high-voltage direct-current
User Interface

UID
UMB
UML
UMTS

Universal Identifier
Ultra Mobile Broadband
Unified Modeling Language
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
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UPnP

Universal Plug and Play

UPS
USB

Uninterruptible power supply
Universal serial bus; serial bus standard to interface devices

UTRAN
VDSL
VHF
VID

UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network
Very high bit-rate Digital Subscriber Line
Very high frequency
VLAN Identifier

VLAN

Virtual LAN

VLF
VoIP

Very Low Frequency
Voice over Internet Protocol

VPN
VPP

Virtual Private Network
Virtual power plant

VT
W3C
WAMS
WAN
WAP
WASA
WCDMA
WDM
WDS
WEP
WiFi
WiMAX
WLAN
WP

Voltage transformer
World Wide Web Consortium
Wide-Area Measurement System
Wide area network
Wireless Application Protocol
Wide Area Situational Awareness
Wideband Code Division Multiple Access
Wavelength division multiplex
Wireless Distribution System
Wired Equivalent Privacy
Wireless Fidelity
Worldwide interoperability for microwave access
Wireless local area network
Work Package

WPAN
WS
WSDL
XML

Wireless Personal Area Network
Web Services
Web Services Description Language
Extensible markup language
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